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SUMMARY

The purpose of this study is to describe the speech of Negro high

school students in Memphis, Tennessee.

The study deals with both the phonology and grammar of the speech

of the students. The phonological analysis is limited to a description

of the segmental phonemes and their incidence and to a few commsnts on

the suprasegmental phonemes. The grammatical analysis is limited to a

description of the parts of speech, the function words, the major sen-

tence patterns and the major patterns of modification and coordination.

A composite method was used in gathering the materials for the study,

that used in gathering the material for the LinguisticAtlasirEn-
land and that of taping group discussions. Eighteen students from three

large high schools in predominately Negro neighborhoods were interviewed.

Thirteen group discussions, all taking place in the students' classrooms,

Nere also taped. The selection of students and groups was kept as close

to random selection as possible.

For several years the students at the three schools have been grouped

according to their academic achievement. Three of the students inter-

viewed were on level III, above average, nine on level II, average, six

on level I, below average. One group taking part in the discussions was

on level III, seven were on level II, five were on level I.

The phonological system of the students' speech is the same as that

found in the Southern area. The phonemes of their speech are the same as

those which are found in standard Southern speech, as described by Hans

Kurath and Raven I. McDavid in The Pronunciation of En lish in The Atlan-

tic States. Almost all of the vowel phonemes have diphthongal allophones.

Diphthonization of the vowels is a feature of Southern speech. A few of

the allophones of the phonemes used by the students are found chiefly in

substandard Southern speech, for example, theC51Dallophone of 43 /

which occurs in girl. Standard speakers, however, sometimes usef3t-

The consonant system of the speech of the students is the same as that

found in those areas of the South where final and preconsonantal / r

does not occur as such. The incidence of the phonemes in the vocabulary

is generally the same as that found in Southern speech.

The grammatical patterns found in the speech of the level III stu-

dents are generally those found in standard English.

Some of the patterns found in the speech of level I and II students

occur chiefly in substandard English, for example, the third person pre-

sent tense singular form which is identical with the base form of the

verb, the past tense form which is identical with the base form of the

verb, pronoun forms such as hisself, this-here. Some of the substandard

patterns are found primarily in the Southern area; others are found in

substandard American English in general. Two forms which they use with

some frequency, the singular possessive noun form that is identical with



the base form of the noun and the plural possessive pronoun form:LIED

are not mentioned in any study of substandard speech consulted. A state-

ment pattern in which there is a zero copula occurs in their speech.

This pattern is not mentioned in any study consulted; there is som evi-

dence, however, that it may oPcur in the Smoky Mountain area. The parts

of speech, the function words, the sentence patterns, with the exception

of the pattern in which the zero copula occurs, the patterns of subordi-

nation and coordination which occur in their speech are generally the

same as thoce found in standard English.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

BiCWROUND ANb 2COPF

T1 ie the purpoea of this study to describe the speech of Negro

hIgh sehoel students In Memphis, Ternessee.

Thie; study hen Frown out of a concern of a number of the English

teachers in those Mempeis hgh schools whose student body is totally

Negro and ef the English faculty of LeMoyne College, whose seudew.s come

in "serge part from thoee nchools.

Persons who do no* have at their command a standard dialect of Eng .

lish are at a tremendous disadvantage in our present day society. Many

Negroce belong to thin group. Their lack of control of a standard dia-

lect Umits them in their public activities while they are in school, and,

what ie more important, will do so in their adult life. Their language

labels them as uneducated anti carries with it the stigma of ignorance.

This has been recognized to an increasing degree in recent years.

It has also been recognized that any program instituted to help students

gain control of a (Aandard dialect of English should be baeed on an under..

etanding of how the dielect used by the students operates and how it is

related to a standard dia3ect0J.

This study deals with both the phonology and the grammar of the

speech of the students. The phonological analysis is llmited to a des-

c:eiption of the segmental phonemes and their incidence and to a few com-

ments on the supeasegmental phonemes.2 The grammatical analysis is lim-

ited to a description of the parts of speech and function words, the major

enntence patterne awl major patterns of modification and coordination.

It is hoped that this study will be a first step in a continuing

effort to help Negro high school seudents in Memphis who do not control

a standard dialect to gain such a control. it is also hoped that, since

many Negro students in large urban areas oats3de the Sou!..h, such as

Detroit, Chicago, St. Loeis, Milwaukee, Los Angeles, and New York, come

from the area of which Memphis is a part, it will be of value to persons

in those areas who seek to understand more fully their students' speech

problems.

RELATED STUDIES

A number of studies recently completed or currently being made are

focused wholly or in part on the speech of Negro students. Among these

111

are the Detroit Dialect Study, directed by Roger Shuy; The Urban Lan-

guage Study (Washington, D.r..), sponsored by the Center of Applied Lin-

guistics: The Chicago Speecb urvey, Communication Bhrr:ers to the Cul.
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turally Deprived, directed by Alva Davis and Raven L McDavid; Language
Rescurces for Teachers of Culturally Disadvantaged, directed by Alva
Davis; The Preparation of Materials and Course of Study for Improving
the Command of ntandard English of Entering Freshmen at Tougaloo College,
Missis;ippi, directed by W. Nelson Francis; and A Study of the Structure
of Fnglieh Used by Negroland Puerto Rican Speakers of New York City, di-
rected by William Labw.-) No studies, however, other than the present one,
have been made of the speech of Negro students in a Mid-South urban area.

YETHOD

A composite method was used in gathering the material for the study,

that used in gathering tlie material for the Lirvuistic Atlas of New Eng-
land, described in the Handbook of the Linguistic Geography of New Eng-
Tand, by Hans Kurath; and that which has been used with some success by
John Gumperz, of the University of California, reported on at the Confer-
ence on Urban Speoch held a;. Indiana University, July, 1964.4 The method
used in collecting the material for the Linguistic Atlas of New England
is that of interviewing individual informants who respond to the same
body of material, that included in the worksheets of the Linguistic Atlas
of New England. The method used by Professor Gumperz is that of taping
group discussions.

Eighteen students, two from eaoh of the grades 10-12 at three large

high schools in predominately Negro neighborhoods in widely separated
sections of the city, were interviewed. To keep the selection of students
as close to random selection as possible and yet have students who were
willing to be interviewed, the English teachers at each school were asked
to solicit volunteers from their classes. At each school the first two
volunteers on each grade level were selected.-' None were known to the re-
search staff before the interviews.

In each oC the schools students have been grouped for several yeers
according to their academic achievement: those who are above average
are on level III; those who are average on level II; those below average,
level 1.6 Of the eighteen students interviewed, three were on level III,
nine on level II, and six on level T. The students interviewed are num-
bered one to eighteen and are designated by level. Thus, student 1-II is
student one and is on level II. Biographical sketches of the students
are riven in AppeLdix A.

For tee interviews the short worksheets of the Linguistic Atlas of
New Fngland were used. These contain 587 items, chiefly words and
phrases. Approximately four interview sessions, each lasting an hour or
an hour and a half, wrxe needed for each interview. At the beginning of
each interview session, the students were encouraged to talk freely and
to comment on the materiel to which they were asked to respond. All of
this was taped. The interviews, therefore, include a fairly large body
of free conversation, that is, connec'ed discourse. Each student was
asked also to read ihe short selPet,on used by C.K. Thomas in his study
or Lho low hack vot4c1::. This was ah.o taped and has hev,k u:;od in the

4



phonolegical analysie. The selection is given Ln Appendix B.

The phonological analysis is based primarlay on the material obtained

from the eigheeen interviewe. Whenever the material obtained from the

a!acuerior geoupe could add sumething to the analysis, it was used. The

analysis uned is eseentially that feund in the studies which are based

on the materials of the linguistic 4tlas of New England.

The one-word or p'crase answers riven in response to the items in the

worksheets do not proviee a corpus edequate for a gramnatical study. The

material obteined from the group discussions does.

Thirteen group diseussiehs were taped. Fourteen classes volunteered

to take rart In the diecussions; two small clesses at one school were

comMned for ore discuesion. The size of the discussion groups varied

frcm twenty-five to tMrty-five students. All of the discuseions took

place in the classrooms because there was no other available space in

the schools. The discussions are numbered from 19-.1. The level of each

group is also indicated; thus, a discussion by a class whose academic

achievement is low is designated 19-I. There are cne level III, seven

level TI, and five level I. groeps.

It has been hoped that the same topics would be discussed by all

groups, but the stedants would take part in the discussion: only if they

selected the topiee. Among the subjects discussed were Silas Marner,

which two classes were reading at the time; teen-agers and driving;

sports; and a proposed change of one of the sen.or high schools to a

junior high school. Excerpts from several of the discussions are given

in Appendix C.

In the grammatical analysis the material obtained from the inter-

views was also used whenever it could add scmething, particularly in

terms of students on a given level. The analysis used follows generally

that used by C. C. Fries? and W. Nelson Francis,J3

In the concluding chapter the structure of the speech of the stu-

dents is compared with that of standard English.
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CHAPTER II

THE PHONEMES

There are a number of ways in which the vowels may be phonemized

each of which has some validity. The system used in this study follows

that whih is renerany used in the studies based on the ma+lrials of

the Lingui:mic Atlas of tb- United States old Canada.1

In the following treatment of tne dhonemes, each phoneme is de-

scribed, its most important allophones are given and the conditions

governing their occurrence stated, wherever the materials used warrant

such a statement.

THE VaIEL PHONEMES

There are seventeen vowel phonemes in the speech of the students.

They are:

/ I / as in eat, seed, three
MMMV.

/ as in it, give, six

e / as in ate, cake, Em

/ as in egg, vest, 121192

/0 / as in ask, sack, January

/ u / as in spoon, you, two

/0/ as in 0.911, push pull

/ o / as in over, coat, ago

/ as in ought, fog, law

/ as in Orl, nurse, heard

/4 / as in onion, brush, shut

/6Z / as in Rot, rock, college

hr/ as in barn, car, garden

as in ivy, nine, July

as in owl, draught, cow

/Oil as in oil, joint, boy2
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/ as in ago, Saturday, sofa

The phoneme / i / of eat, seed, three occurs most frequently as an
upgliding diphthongc21), beginning unrounded lower high-front and glid-

ing up to a higher front position. Another diphthonggl!hccurs with
about equal frequency. / i / occurs initially, medially and fiaally.

/ i / occurs sporadically3 before /$ which replaces preconso-

nantal and final / r / in the speech of the students. In this environ-

ment / i / occurs as.a lowered monophthong. Student 9-I1 has / in0ear andmaRE, ,ile'A hca ,J10 I. 13-II has / i / in yeargilVo
/717d 1. i / occurs finally in foggy, Mary as a lowered monophthong

In this environment it alternates with /1V

The phoneme /I/ of it, give, six occurs most frequently as an un-

rounded lower high-front monophthonCr]. It occurs initially, medially

and finally. A diphthong[TSoccurs sporadically. A diphthong with a

more centralized baginnindlt_loccurs inwhie in the speech of a student

5-1 and 1.4-I,g)vat).

In the dissyllabic words chimney, kitchen 417/ occurs as a monoph-

thong. /r/ occurs finally in Lim, Mary, where it alternates with

/ /0

1.27 occurs before /0 / and / r / in year and ear in the speech of
those students who have /IV in these words. Students 1-II, 3-II, 7-111,

8-111 and 12-111 have / r / in these words,LpFcr,Z7,64 iji-r,j7/1/4.

The phoneme / e / of ate, cake, way occurs most frequently as an up.
glidinh, diphthong, beginning unrounded higher mid-front and gliding up to

a higher position&:V Of somewhat less frequency is a diphthong04
/ e / occurs initially, medially and finally.

Before / 1 / in pail a diphthordfDalmost always occurs. In the

dissynabic words April, apron / e / occurs both as a monophbhongand
as a diphthongE)4[4joccurs more frequently.

/ e / does not occur before A) / or final or preconsonantal / r 1.

It occurs before / r / in Mary both as a monophthong and as a diphthong.

The phonune /6/ of egg, vest, yellow occurs most frequently as an

unrounded lower mid-front monophthongreD: Upgliding diphthongsNsej
also occur. /6/ occurs initially and medially.

Before / g / in egg$10-occurs in the speecip of students 14-I and

16-I. Before / 1 / in shell, occurs asCifin the speech of all of

the students.

In '.ne polysyllabic words seven, February, yellow, a monophthong

rej*.:,,,,ays occurs.
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re.,--rf before / n Students l-TI, 6-II, 12-111 and 15-II have
csi in fence, ten, general. Student 18-II has both / and 1"1

All other students hairr77./.

/' 6 I occurs before /*,(R in earCER3 in the speech of student 114-I.
All others have ti / or /i"

/ occurs as a monophthong before intervocalic / r f in merry,
cherry. 15~.-L-fi in clearing. Students 3-II, 10-I and 1/4-I have-77 h
All others have /I /7--

The phoneme /L / of ask, sack, January cdcurs both as a higher low-
front monophthong[aeland as an upglidlriFerfilthongraeldeV. /x,/ oc-
curs initially and medially.

Before / k, g / in sack, bas., it occurs most frequently as a diph-
thongtegf,-j. Three level II students haveV3 in these words.

In catch and dance the diphthongee)almost always occurs. In ask,
all level I students and two-thirds of the level II students have bin
The level III students and one-third of the level II students have a
monophthongtx] .

/e)t / occurs as a monophthong in the polysyllabic words January,
pasture.

The phoneme /' u / of spoon, you, two occurs most frequently as an
upgliding diphthongEuq), beginning rounded lower high-back and gliding
up to a higher position. Of somewhat less frequency in occurrence is a
diphthong [(AM. u / occurs initially, medially and finally.

After / oat t, in dues, Tuesday, shoes, chew t u // usually
occurs as(u<Asi.Lat.p also occurs, 1577,70E arir7quently as CU4 ti 3

U / occurs before /R f and final and preconsonantal / r / usually
as a monophthongluvJ in yours. Four students have / o / in this word.
There are no instances in which / u / occurs before intervocalic r f.

The phoneme RI / of good, push, pull occurs most frequently as a
rounded lower high-back monophthong[V] . It occurs only in medial posi-
tion in the materials used in this study.

Ingliding allophonesEddialso occur. Before / s / in EDI st)-
dents 5-1, 114-I and 18-II have ru6. In pull two-thirds of the students
haveLug.

In the dissyllabic words butcher, busheloi3 usually occur8. One
emestudent has /4 .

The phoneme / o / of over, coat, ago occurs most frequently as an
upgliding diphthong COULTD-eanning roune :d higher mid-back and gliding
up to a rounded lower high-back position. It occurs initially, medially

8



and finally.

/ o / occurs before fc) /1 and f r / in door and four. Before /,.q /
it occurs as a monophthong0 cg ,ft2,0 /12/0 / Four students, 1-31,
6-111, 32-1111 15-II, have / r / in these wOrds, and / o / occurs as a

Ji diphthong/00,00Q"'foal/dor 4p , 0 r",1 * 11-3. and 16-1 do not have
either I a / or / r (Edoa 1 foOddo lico I...-,

The phoneme 3 / of ought, fLog, law occurs both as a rounded higher
low-back monophthongWand as an upgliding diphthong E.) ° p )(1 /
occurs initially, medially and finally. Defore g / in dog, fog, log,

/ usually occurs as a diphthongrA ,.) J . Four students have 1D3
in dog, five haveE)3 in fog, two haveC))in log. In trough and frost
Doi usually occurs. Two students have p3in trough; two haveE0Jin
frost.

In the dissyllabic words office, foggy / J / occurs as a monophthong.
One student, 9-TI, has fci friMige words. //..3 / occurs finally in
law in the phrase law and order.

/;..) / occurs before / r / and /c9 / in storm, war, forty as a mono-
phthong; / r I, however, is of infrequent oaurrence in7Igge words;

c3 / usually occurs. One-third of the students have /4 / in storm.

In born, corn, torn, worn 4) /1 occurs most frequently as a well-
rounded monophthong[575efore r / and Id t. When / and / r / do
not occur in these words, / 3 / occurs as'a diphthongC3143. /1.) / oc-
curs as a lengthened monophthong6x7before intervocalic / r / in borrow,
in the speech of student 5-I. All of the other students have terriii
this word.

The phoneme /3 / of girl, heard, thirty occurs most frequently as
a mid-central vowel, sometimes renTEt en-ecT;Triith a short upglider323°2 .
A. constricted soundLP sometimes occurs, but this is taken to be /13 rf
phonemically. ij / occurs medially and finally. It does not occur ini-
tially in the materials of this study.

In girl the diphthongDt/occurs most frequently. One *Itudent, 114;4,
has(33.Wve students, 1-II, 5-1, 9-II, 15-11, 18-11, haveL3J,E1,3t1t
19.5r,/. In heard arid thirty the occurrence of /3 / parallefs that in
girl.

/ occurs finally in sir in the speech of those students who do
not have final / r / in this word. Here /3 / occurs as a diphthong
E.3 3.43.

/3 // does not occur before I. It occurs before / r / in sir
in the speech of students I-II, 5-I, 15-II, 18-II.

The phoneme IA / of onion, brush, shut occurs most frequently as an
unrounded lower mid-back vOTT6T whIFfris sometimes advanced LA J. It
does not occur in final position.



Before / s, j / in brush, judge /A / usually occurs as a diphthong,
six students haveLA) in brush, five have (A) in judge.

/A / does not occur before /,,c / or final or preconsonantal / r I.
It occurs before intervocalic / r / in worry, where it alternates with
/3 /. In this environment it is a monophthong.

The phoneme / / of aunt, rock, college occurs both as a monoph-
mid as an upgliding diphthongkel 14e0.7; the monophthong occurs
more frequently than the diphthong. / occurs initially and medially.
It occurs finally as a diphthong in two words in the materials, ma, pa.
Neither cf them is of frequent occurrence in the materials.

In the dissyllabic words college, cottage (cheese), vomit, /q /
occurs as a monophthong$ sometimes lengthenedE4 ,

/ in palm, calm. Two-thirds of the students have /a / in
these words; one-tErig EiVr/ /.

Rirve:C/ in barn, garden. When / r / or /a / occurs in these words,
/ a is used. wreiithese do not occur, /417 is used. One student has
/1" / in barn. All others have /et I. Approximately half of the students
have / r 717 this word,LbaAJ, /barr) 1. Three students have / / in
garden riraaSki $ (y4 tlian/. All others have /(11 /j Ly4,dr) y617 COO,
/yordan I.

/ 0/ occurs before intervocalic r in borrow, tomorrow as a
lengthened monophthong ca.)

The phoneme /(T/ of card, garden, car occurs most frequently as a
low central retracted vowel, usually lenirhened, sometimes with a short
upglidera7 , 13 / q"' / occurs initially, medially and finally. / 1 /
does not occur before /0 / or / r

/greL# q/ in card, car. One student has /17 in card; two have it
in carIEHq,c1,0-617/217-kcrd lied/. Level III students have / r / in
these words. All others have / /

All of the students have /cc / in garbage, guardian.

The phoneme // of ivy; nine, July occurs as an upglidinff diph-
thongrelaC 1,4 & 140beginning SW-from-rind gliding up to a higher-front
position, and as a monophthongic? , 4g. /41 / occurs initially, medially
and finally.

In five and nine the level III students usually have(42-1; level
I and II students usually haveLe, 21E 10. LAJ occurs more frequently.

All of the students have the monophthongOin ivy, library.

Four students, 1-II, 15-II, 18-II, have N.r/ before / r / in

10



.4

t

wire . One student, 14-I, pronounces this word (WO. It is dissyna-
=in the speech of all other students(Weit_a, wqr-dj, /144r-a /.

The phoneme /4/) / of owl, draught, cow occurs most frequently as a
diphthongLe103, beginning unroun=4-front and gliding up to or towards
a lower high-back position. A diphthong with a retrac i,ed low-front begin-
ning occurs sporadicallya7 0

NO t occurs initially, medially and finally. In final position in
cow the first element of the diphthong is sometimes lengthenedEci 93

One student has two syllables in owl, /-00-alp four have twosyllables in towel Etilq 0-,;213

fict 11/ occurs before 0 / in ourD OR

The phoneme /3.17 of oil, joint, boy occurs most frequently as a
diphthongrai J , beginning roma-F.-Tower mid-back and gliding up to or
toward high-front position. /J27 occurs initially, medially and finally.

Before / 1 / in oil, boil, spoiled, a diphthong with a glide to a
mid-central positionto5 ,DaA3 almost always occurs.

There are no instances of /017 occurring before /c) / or / r f.
--1

VOWEL PHONEMES OF WEAKLY STRESSED SYLLABLES

Six vowel phonemes occur in weakly stressed syllables,/ / , r,-, c t
4,0,3a I.

//eidi. / in final position in foggy, Cincinnati and Mary. One-third
of the students have / i / in these words. In Tuesday, Wednesday 1 e /
occurs as a short monophthong in the speech of all of the type III
students and three of the type II students.

The phoneme /17 occurs in dishes, haunted, bucket as an unrounded
lower front monophthong Lij . ITZFErs-1327:75 a weakly stressed vowel
in guardian and diphtheria.

The phoneme / e / occurs finally in Tuesday, Wednesday, and Saturday
as: asri unrounded higher mid-front monophthong tc..) . It is usually very
short. An upgliding diphthong occurs sporadically. In these words / e /
alternates. with /1/ and / i /.

The phoneme /a / occurs initially, medially and finally in ago,
Saturday, sofa as a mid-central monophthonga7 . In January and
February it alternates with / u /. About one-third of the students
Ewe-7i / in tanaa. In February, a little less than half have / u /.
It occurs finally in father, mother, dal.2gla....ter when / r / does not occur
in these words

11
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The phoneme / u //occurs finally in Matthew, nephew as a rounded
high.back monophthong, sometimes advanceda4 ,Vg.--ITICcurs medially
in January, February wbere it alternates with /c9 I.

The phoneme / o / occurs finally in borrow, Negro, tomorrow, wheel-
barrow, yellow asa rounded mid-back mondFUEgig, frequently very short
ZITZavanced[0.70. A short upgliding diphthong occurs sporadically.
/0-0/ in all these words except Negro. /a- / occurs more frequently
in the speech of type I students than in the speech of type II students.
/a / is infrequent in the speech of type III students. /c7/ always
occurs in Negro, which has tertiary stress on this syllable.

THE CONSONANT PHONEMES

There are twenty-five consonant phonemes in the speech of the stu-
dents. They are:

/ p / as in post, apple, help

t / as in two, tomatoes, fit

/ k / as in coat, bucket, sack

/ b / as in barn, garbage, spiderweb

/ d / as in dog, guardian, bread

/ g / as in girl, garbage, bag

/ c / as in chimney, chair, watch

/ j / as in judge, college, garbage

f / as in four, nephew, cough

/63/ as in think, Martha, bath

/ s / as in six, yesterday, purse

r'

/ s /as in shut, bushelt brush

/ h / as in heard, house, behind

/ v / as in vest, seven, five

/4// as in this, father, with

/ z / as in thousand, cheese

ve

/ z / as in television, garage5

12



m /as in mouth, tomorrow, storm

n fas in nine, evening, ten

1.9 as in drank, singing, Emning

1 / as in log, twelve,

r / as in room, tomormw, door

/ as in fire, wire, beard
M.111=1* 11110101WO

/.1 /as in yesterday,, onions

w / as in wash, watch, twelve

The phoneme / p / of 2221, aRge, help is a voiceless bilabial stop.

It occurs initially, medially aria-ririalii. Initially it is aspirated

rpti as in E.21, plaw. After / s /1 as in spiderweb, it is unaspirated
03]. In final positionagis in free variaiion with an unreleased allo-
phonetid. In the final consonant cluster / sp /0 as in ns2, / p / is
usually lightly articulated. Three level I students do ra-Have / p
in this word.

The phoneme / t / of two, tomatoes, fit is a voiceless alveolar

stop. It occurs initially, medrark and rrially. Initially it is as -

pirated[1, as in two, twelve. After / s / in string, 212T2 it is un

aspirated( .7. In final positionrIigis in free variation with an unre -

leased allophonefi3

Intervocalically, as in Saturday, a f1apt4loccurs in free varia-
tion withakj.r0 occurs mo=equently thant4-4].

The phoneme / k / of kitchen, bucket, sack is a voiceless velar

stop. It occurs initially, medialf,i and finally. It is aspirated in

initial positionriej After / s / as in skins; it is unaspirated(lci.
In final positiongglis in free variation with an unreleased allophone

L

The phoneme / b / of broom, &atm, spiderweb is voiced bilabial
stop1:41 It occurs initially, medially .9EFFEETTy. In final posi-

tionCtgis in free variation with an unreleased allophonea_l

The phoneme / d / of dog, widow, bread is a voiced alveolar stop

col). It occurs initially, medfarf and finally. In final position

[0 is in free variation with an unreleased allophoneLd_.2 In rind

second, thousand half of the students do not have / d I. In 2.92ED
approximately one-fourth do not have / d /. The level III students and
students 1-II and 15 -II almost always have / d / in these words.

The phoneme / g / of garage, foggy, bag is a voiced alveolar stop
.013. It occurs initially, medially aiid Filially. In final position

13



Ci.1:1 is in free variation with an unreleased allophones

The phoneme / c / of chair, chimney, watch is a voiceless alveolo

palatal affricatet4-0., It occurs initially, medially and finally. It

occurs in rinse /r.enci / in the speech of one-third of the level I and

II studenfiT-'

The phoneme / j / of judge, college, garbage is a voiced alveolo -

palatal fricativeCd33. It occurs initialliTiMally, and finally.

The phoneme / f /of four, laughing, deaf is a voiceless labio-den-

tal fricativerig. It occurs initially, medially and finally. In the

sequence /-Fes:30 / in fifth it alternates with zero. All of the level I

and one-third of the level II students have 41---F 1. The level III

students have /42-z-pel.

The phoneme / 63) / of thirty, Martha, teeth is a voiceless dental

fricative 69,7 . It occurs initially, medially and finally. In fira7.

position in bath7 and mouth, /-e / alternates with / f /. Approximatily

one-half of the level I students have / f / in bath. Two-thirds of them

have / f / in mouth. All of the level II and III students have /el / in

both words.

In with / 6) / alternates with / f / and / d Mith occurs several

times in-the passage read by the students and very frequently in the dis-

cussions. In the passage read, all level I students except one have

/ 09 /, student 16-1 has / f /. All level II students except one have

/ /. Student 9-11 has both /9/ and / f /. In the level I and II

discussions / d / and if / occur with about equal frequency; /0/ does

not occur. In the level III discussion /0/ occurs in one-half of the

instances, / d / in one-fourth and /'f / in one-fourth.

All of the students have /e / in teeth.

The phoneme / s /of six, yesterday, Eurse is a voiceless alveolar

fricative[6] . It occurs initially, medially and finally. A lengthen.

ed allophoneLSJoccurs sometimes in posts, waspsiphou.S. %4 P-71153.

The phoneme Is of shrank, bushel, brush is a voiceless alveolar

fricative[0. It occurs 370771137MgdiaTIFInd

The phoneme / h / of heard, house, behind is a glottal fricativp,

made with the lip and tongue position of the sound which followsE:11.1

It occurs initially and medially before vowels in stressed syllables.

It does not occur finally.

,The phoneme / v / of vase, seven, five is a labio-dental fricative

LV-1 It occurs initially, medially and finally. In final position

it is often lightly articulated.

f! The phoneme PY/ of this, father, with is a voiced dental fricative

L'o3 . It occurs initially, medially and finally. It occurs sporadi-

cally in final position in with in the phrase with milk.



fe/ occurs more frequently here.

In the interviews rSie'0/1 in this. One-half of the level I stu-

dents have / d /. All of the level II and III students have /ir I.
In the discussions this,

the level I discussions 7717
in the level II discussions /
the level I discussions / d /

in the level II discussions /

the level I discussions / d /

in the level 11 discussions /

the level I discussions / d /

in the level II discussions /'

the level III discussion only

that, they and the occur frequently. In

occurs-65T of tErtime in this:0 35%;

d / occurs 26% of the time7Y/ 74%. In

occurs 52% of the time in that, /1r/ 48A
d / occurs 15% of the time-7771/p. In
occurs in they 79% of the timed / 21%;

d / occurs-1We the time, /4" /V21%. In

occurs in the 52% of the t1misagth8%;
d occurs-n% of the time, /6 / 78%. In

/ / occurs in these words.

The phoneme /' z /' of thousand, cheese is a voiced alveolo-fricative

CZ-3 It occurs medially-ErrEally. There are no instances of it oc-

curring initially in the materials. In final position it is often light-

ly articulated.
b

The phoneme / z / of pleasure, is a voiced alveola-palatal

fricative[3J. It occurs Fearairi an .inally. It does not occur in

initial position.

The phoneme / m / of mouth, tomorrow, storm is a voiced bilabial

nasal continuantEm3. It occurs initially, medially and finally. In

final position it is often lightly articulated.

The phoneme / n / of nine, evening, ten is a voiced alveolar nasal

continuantEn3. It occurs initially, medially and finally. In final

position it is often lightly articulated. A syllabicaVoccurs frequent-

ly after homorganic stops, as in bitten, ridden0i62,nrd0. This
is taken to be i4R/7/. phonemically.

Final / n / does not occur in apron, mountain in the speech of stu-

dent 13-11. Student 14-I does not have ffia-777/ in kitchen, /ncif in

rind; student 16-1 does not have final / n / in tin. WE -7-n / is not

articulated, the preceding vowel is nasalized.

The phoneme /9 / of drank, _41:mink, morning is a voiced velar nasal

continuantL0). It occurs medialIT-6R-finally. It does not occur in

initial position. It alternates with / n / in words which end in -ing,

as in pluni2g, morninp. All of the level I students and approximately

half of the level II and III students have / n / in these words A2y74,

m3Rnhn/.

The phoneme / 1 / of leg, twelve, pail is a voiced alveolar lateral

continuant. It occurs initiallZ7Mia1ly and finally.A_ In initial po-

sition and between vowels, as in pulling, it is cleara). Before a con-

sonant and in final position a difi-EFFis in free variation with a vocal-

ized allophonelA a sound which is formed by raising the back of the
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tongue tuward the roof of the mouth. All of the level I and II quients
except two haveC,S3in pail. All of the level]II students haverd. In
milk all of the level I and II students haveal; all of the level III
students haveW. In shell all of the level I students have6A); all
of the level II and, III-Maents haveW. In boil and barrel all of
the students havect3.

Syllabic0 occurs after / t / in kettle. This taken t3 be phonem-
ically /at I.

The Phoneme / r / of room, tomorrow, dnor occurs initially, medially
and finally. Initially and medially between vowels / r / is a voiced al-
veolar frictionless continuantCri. In preconsonantal or final position,
as in scared, butcher, it is a constricted mid-central soundrat, .

/ r / occurs only sporadically in this position. It is usually replaced
by the unsyllabic / a / or zero.

In heard, girls, / r / occurs sporadically in the speech of the level
II and III students. The majority of the students have&nin these
words.

In scared, wire, fire, / r / occurs sporadically in the speech of
the typTITY-students. In the phrase law and order, / r / does not oc-
cur between the vowels /J / and he I. / r 7 occurs in the nhrase your
aunt only in the speech of the three students who have / r / in your.

/ r / is lost in parents in the speech of students 3-II and l4-1,
and the stressed vowel is lengthenedEphae.-aehi; /ae / and /a / belong
to different syllables. It is lost in merry in the speech of student
alt-I,ErnE6-r3; / E./ and /1-1 belong TT:Efferent syllables. All of
the students have / r / in worry, carry, wheelbarrow and tomorrow.

The phoneme 0 /1 of fire, wire, beard is a semi-vowel with lim-
ited distribution. It occurs only in postvocalic position. Its allo-
phones are phonetically identical with those of the mid-central vowel/a I. However, /d

//

is unsyllabic, never the peak of a syllable. It
alternates with / r after front vowels and with / r / and zero afte-
all others. ta / occurs more frequently than / r / in chair, scarce.
It occurs in stii-e, yours where it alternates with / r / and zer-67-773 /
occurs more frequently.

The phoLeme / j / of yesterda71 onions is a voiced palatal contin-
uantCj .1 . It occurs initially anct medially. It occurs between the ini-
ti.al consonant and / u / in music, beautiful. It does not occur in final
position.

The phoneme / w / of wash, watch, twelve is a voiced bilabial fric-
tionless continuant artioulatenni rndd lipsbea It occurs ini-
tially and medially. It does not occur finally.
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THr. SUPPASEMENTAL PHON7MFS

Thi_s study dons not have as one of its purposes the study of the

sur.rasenTllntal rhonc.mcs of the speech of the sturients. In transcribing
r-:ns to the ;'6,(7.70,2 in the worksheets, however, stress was

rl:cil on ail ro^-nonsos off thnn cre s;11ahlo. Intonation, as well
re: sfrrYs, wo.; 1-!fr.r.t,c...d on arnro:drntely ono-thrri of the "free" con-

vhcll was trrolscril'ed from tIm taoes, .lome

r. can bo mode, !lierefore, about the strns omi intonation pat-

TI:le7n are four dor:sees of stress found in the speech of the stu-
f'-r:.s: p:ry / sccondary A 1 trtiary \ weak L/ .

Th-eo of 131. -;ma-v g ttertiary and weak, occur on such words as/ / Li *st

1" "7 Uf / 7.-lrotary P.5.2,,wr-ott,r27/.

7"-e r!v7ese IT-77 7r1nr, Olich occurs in the responses of two-
.1

a
nos Ionr stress9s:

/
tirtppy Now Year

e rxrImmetdonl patt.3rn noun noun has the s'ress pattern / \

/ \ u
wTatable gardun

/ u \

cllicken cocp

0/
st.rinri: beans

stPdent hren strinr henns.

7:71 rrr,,nr.e'Lnal patte7n participle 4- noun has the stress patternA/ y

as 7.1:

b4led ecTrs

haun.4 holtce

Or\e le7r!1 TTT student has haunted house; ono level TT student has_.

1.0.1nd

`e; 7r°0 :td,rerh has the pattern/1 as

/
fell off

/
re et71

1,e1r, of pUr..h are found in 1*0 ireefvlown: low, level I;
II: '

To A f-11.!1, ,JcQurs onc(:, disw:7-

17
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sion 19-1; it does not or:cur in the interviews. In the following state-

ment the pitch rises to level four on nothing and again on that:

The law nothing1 The law ain't going to keep

that man in jail.

The intonation pattern of the statement is 2 3 1, with a fading

away (\l/ ) at the end, for example:

df,

I am going. ss"

It wasn't I.

Telhen a response is given with the assurance that it is "correct",

the pattern is 2 3 IA/ or 3

a 3 4
Chicago

_3

horseshoe

,9

strong

Uhen there is doubt about the "correctness" of an answer, there is

a rise in pitch at the end, for example:

3
watch

rose/'

-5 A
frostT
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CHAPTER III

THE INCIDENCE OF THE PHONEMES

The incidence of the phonemes varies from region to region. The in-
cidence may be systematic, that is, related to specific environments, as
the occurence of / $1)/,,e/ before intervocalic / r / in Mary, merry,
marry) and affect a -whole range of morphemes. It may be non-systematic
=Vary from morpheme to morpheme.

In the following treatment ofthe incidence of phonemes in the
speech of the students the systematic incidence is dealt with first.

irroil before / n / as in fence, ten, general. The level III stu-
dents and two level II students haire-767-in these words. All other
students have I.:EV.

/ae, / almost always occurs before fricatives and nasa3s in such
words as ask, calf, Ilatina, answer, can't. All of the students have
fae, / in ask, calf, answer. Two level II students have lq / in laughing.
One level II student E-aFTe / in can't. All have jef / in aunt.

In hoop, hoof, room, root, soot, coop, Cooper 0%,,iy/. The extent
to whicii-TD 777 /7-7 occurs 7tagei-N3111 word:to word.

U./ always occurs in soot. / occurs more frequently than
u / in hoop, roof; / u / occurs more frequently in room, 2222, Cooper.

One student Eas-7-ii / in hoof; two have it in roof; four have it in roA,
One student has /LI / in room; two have it in coop, four have it in
Cooper.

P,^6t.,/ in words in which the syllabic is derived from Middle Eng-
lish o, as in jpot, rock, frost, loft, cost, moth, office, closet, strong,
vomit, collegeTrop, dog, born, corn, horse, mungl-Frorm, orphan,
tomorrow, borrow.

All of the students have / 6t, in pot, rock. All have /,) / in loft,and cost. One student has /a/ in fro-s--ET ca-Tas /q/ in office; all
others have /j /. Two have re7 / iTTROTh; all others have 775-7: Allhave /q / in closet, vomit, college. All have /D / in strong. Threestudents have Th-Tin-TO-a; foggy; all others have /.) /.---Erhave /in born, corn, horse, morning. One student has /31/ in borrow; all
others h0E-74-77--

In words such as fought, taught, daughter in which the syllable is
derived from Middle English 6r44., 775",e7/; /,) / occurs more frequently
than /a/. One student has 7q / in daughter; one has /67 / in fought;
two have /61 / in taught. In words such as faucet, haunted, sau-sliar7/
occurs more frequently than /3 /. In faucet and haunted two-thirdi of
the students have / q /. In sausage three-fourths-El:re-77C? I.
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In words in which the syllabic is derived from Middle English a
preceded by / w / as in wash, watchsall of the students have /z? I.

/Z./ always occurs in weakly stressed syllables, as in bucket,
dishes, haunted.

In final position in sofa, Georgia /c9 / always occurs. In Cincin-
nati one student has Ia 11E1 others have /Z-- /

In final position in borrow, tomorrow, wheelbarrow / o / usually oc-
curs. All of the students have /6-77-ITTorrow; one has it in tomorrow;
two have it in wheelbarrow. / o / always occurs in Chicago, Ohio and
Negro.

In wheelbarrow, whip two students have / w /. All others have / hw I.

The following vowels occur before /g / and final and preconsonantal
/ r /. / r /1 however, occurs only sporadically.

trma E / in ear, year. / occurs only sporadically.

/X/ occurs in chair, scarce, careless.

u / occurs in sure.

/ o / occurs in door, four, hoarse, mourning.

/ 2> / occurs in horse, morning, forty.

/4/ occurs in barn, barbed.

Mr/ occurs in fire, wire.

Mu/ occurs in ours, shower.

/3 /occurs before / r / in girl, heard.

Eight vowels occur before intervocalic / r

/r/ usually occurs in clearing. / occurs sporadically.

/ occurs in Mary0

/ occurs in cherry, merry.

u / occurs in bureau.

/ / occurs in storyol

4
/ occurs sporadically in borraw.

/of/ occurs in borrow, tomorrow.
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mr/ occurs in (fire) irons.2

There are no instances in the materials of /qC//1 /311 occurring
before intervocalic r /.

Intrusive / r / does not occur in such phrases as law and order.

Students who do not have preconsonantal and fianl r // do not have

linking / r tin how far is it. / r / occurs in this environmrnt only

in the speech of students presonsonantal and final / r /.

The consonant clusters / -sp, -sps,-st, -sts, -nd, -f as in wasp,

wasps, post posts, rinds second, fifth, are frequently simplified. Tgg
Consonants, Chapter 7-1-.7

In with be/ alternates with / d / and / f /. /Cr/ occurs once.

In the passage which the students read two level I students have / f I.

In the discussions level I and II students have / d / and / f /. Level

III students have /Es?". All students have /61/ in teeth.

In this, that, they, the /L%ded /. Level I students use / d / more

frequently, 10-671I, fir 77ore frequently. Level III students use only

///'

Final fn A' as in apron sometimes does not occur as such in the

speech of level I students. Nhen it does not occur, the preceding vowel

is nasalized.

Many of the differences in the incidence of the phonemes in the

various regions affect only individual words. A number of these are

treated here. The words selected to be discussed are among these which

are treated in Tne Pronunciation of English in the Atlantic States by

Han3 KuraLh and Rayon I. 11cD1vid Jr.

In afraid /en,e/; / e / occurs in slightly more than half of

the responfTes7

In push, bushel, butcher /11 / usually occurs.

In catch he,e /. /x/ occurs in three-fifths of the responses.

In deaf all of the students except one have /E I. Student 8-111

has / 77

In joint all of the students have /DX/.

Tn 1..cal all of the students have /5 /.

In nothing all of the students have //A /.

In calm, palm /6/e4/1. Two-thirds of the students have /eT / in
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these words, one-third have /Cr/

In shut one student has / ./. All others have /dA /.

In touch all of the students have //I I.

Initial weakly stressed syll )1es are sometimes lost in some words
used by the students. This loss occurs most frequently in the speech of
type I students, it occurs sporadically in the materials of type III
students. Students 6-1, 12-11 17-1 do not have the first syllable in
about; 12-1, 12-III, 16-II, 17-1 do not have the first syllable in be-
cause, 17-1 does not have the first syllable in except and acquainigU.
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CHAPTER IV

THE PARTS OF SPEECH

In this chapter and the three following the most important grammat-
ice] features of the students' spnech are described. The examples used
to illustrate the features are given in traditional bpelling.1 In in-
stances where the spelling system inadequately represents a structure,

phonemic notation is also used.

The words in the sentenees2 in the discussions are classified as
nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs and function words. The first four,
the parts of speech, are dealt with in this chapter. Each is described
in terms of its inflections, derivational affixes, functions and positions
in the sentence.

Each of the inflectional morphemes is described. When a morpheme
has more than one allomorph, the conditions governing the occum.ance of
each are s[atea. Where alternative forms occur, their frequency of oc-
currence is inlicated. If the forms occur infrequently, the number of
times of their occurrence is given; if the number of occurrences is fair-
ly large, the frequency of use is expressed in terms of a percentage.

NOUNS

The nouns have two inflections, the plural and the possessive. The
plural of the majority of the nouns is formed by adding one of the regular
allomorphs of the plural morpheme. / -s / is added to forms ending in
voiceless sounds, except sibilants, for example:

works Raj/a /

folks /f0 A's/

sonnets /SadrirAS/

/ -z / is added to forms ending in voiced sounds, except sibilants, for
example:

friends /..Frincji, /

times b4.7)2-/,12:V

stories / S*0 ft.r.Z

/ ,1Z./ is added to forms which end in sibilants, for example:

scratches /5kretCa.z/

riches /)'..1Z7Z/
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exercises /L K5c9ScIr Z TZ

The plural forms of post and wasp are recorded in the interviews.
These show some variation from the above.

_57LSJ3The plural of post /foS5pPo 5/172/.occurs as One level I
and two level IT students have /0451S/.3 Two level I and two level IT
students have 4Po5YW. All others have /fa5/S/. (See Consonants,
Ohapter IT.)

The plural of wasp occurs as fica55/W3-5Plut).5pStu.).3522/. One
level I student has77553/; two level TI students have /14475V; two
level I students have A14,312/. All others have *15/037.

The plural of child is formed by adding the allomorph / -an/ and
changing the vowel in the base form, children. The plural of woman is
formed by changing the stressed vowel in the base form, women.

The plural of man is formei by changing the vowel in the base form,
men. There is one instance in which / -z / is also added, mzns.

In the interviews the singular and plural forms of house, hoof,
trough and ox are recolded. The plural of house is /WL22.7. There
TiT7Tio plural forms of hoof, AuA5/ and /777//. Usage is equally di-
vided-. The plural of trouph is usually /1rofs/0 Three students have

ri1/ a

There arc two instances in the discussions of plural nouns being
used as singular ones:

He try to cure this here ladies. 19-I

You going to have a disadvantages.

There are fourteen inntances in the level I and II discussions of a
singular noun being used as a plural noun. Typical examples are:

He one of the richest man in town. 19-I

Boy have more interest to drive. 23-TI

What are some of the thing? 24-II

The possessive singular is formed by adding the possessive morpheme
to the base form of the noun. The morpheme has three allomorphs, /
-z, '010 / -s / is added to singular nouns that end in voiceless
sounds. Only one exampl(J occurs in the discussions:

James Blankenship's /h/a9Krn5ir5/ opinion 24-II

/ -z / is added to those that end in voiced sounds. Foz example:

24
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This man's Arae,72:/ heart 20-111

Mrs. Greene's /fp'Y',172./ 10:30 class 21-II

His father's /fje:90./ house 22-I

No possessive forms of nouns which end in sibilants are found in the ma-
terials. / jØr / may be added to any noun. Possessives formed by add-
ing / 07 occur in four discussions. In 19-I, approximately 50% of
the singular possessives are formed by adding / i /; in 28-I, 40%.
Two singular possessive forms occur in 30-11, one in 31-1; these are
formed by adding /- 0 /. The following are typical of the forms which
occur:

Caesar house 19-I

Carver football team 28-1

Silas Marner life 28-1

The possessive plurals used in the discussions are formed by adding

the / -0/ allomorph to the noun plural. Examples are:

All the drivers' rules 23-11

The teachers' performing 25-II

Grownups' accusations 26-II

In 19-1 the form women occurs twice as a possessive:

Women part

Women novels

Many of the nouns are marked by derivational suffixes. The suffix
most often used is -tion, as in election, prediction, education, !Item-
tion. Others often used are:

-ence: difference, evidence, patience, reference

er: teacher, leader, writer

ity: opportunity, majority, inferiority, personality

-ment: government, adjustment, statement, commandment

-ness: gentleness, kindness, seriousness, filthiness, business

- or: actor, governor

-ship: companionship, friendship, leadership, scholarship
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Less frequently used are:

-aire: millionaire

- al: trial, normal, formal

cy: pregnancy, democracy

dom: wisdom, freedom

- ery: robbery, archery, bakery

- ette: majorette

ian: librarian, comedian

- ism: criticism

- is: basis
0111011.11.

- ist: romanticist, communist

ry: poetry, chemistry

- th: death, wealth

Nouns function as subjects, direct objects, indirect objects, re-

tained objects, objective complements, subjective complements, adverbial

nouns, appositives, objects of prepositions, noun adjuncts and nomina-

tives of address.

The usual position of the subject is before the verb, except in

questions and sentences which begin with there or it. (See Sentence Pat-

terns, Chapter VI.) Typical of the subjects that occur in the materials

are the following:

We) the students of Carver High, have one of the best

and bigger cafeterias in the city of Memphis. 27-1I

The change in Silas Marner's life was great. 28-I

Many grownups today believe that teen-agers are

A person that's in office he should have a high achieve-

ment. 30-11

The pos4,,ion of the direct object is after the verb, for example:

I haven't received a letter from the Board confirming

it. 20-111
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I had chance to go to Columbia, Michigan. 21-I

A good student council president must have the abllity
to lead. 30-II

The position of the indirect object is after the verb and before
the direct object. Examples are:

This gives the reader a chance. 20-111

You'll still be teaching the dumb children the dumb
things. 25-II

They don't give the teen-agers a chance. 26-II

She asked me where did we eat afterward. 31-I

Two retained objects occur in the materials. Their position is
after the verb:

Tennyson was called the poet laureate. 22-1

The sonnets were called The Sonnets from the
Portuguese. 224

There is one instance of a noun occurring as an objective comple-
ment. Its position is after the direct object:

The author called this particular story Vanity
Fair. 22-1

The position of the subjective complement is after the verb, for
example:

It was real friendship. 19-I

I think boys are worse drivers than girls* 23-11

He was a church-going young man. 30-11

Adverbial nouns usually occur after the verb or at the beginning of
the sentence. Examples are:

We left and came home. 22-1

No, ma'am, suppose to git my license this summer. 23-11

Last year I was also placed in a higher class,.

An appositive is placed after the noun it modifies, foi example:

He fled from his home town, Lantern Yard. 19-I
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They oughtn't to have the real smart ones and the
real dumb ones taking things, subjects, together. 25-I1

All the animals did work except Snowball, the pig. 29-I

The object of a preposition follows the preposition to which it is

linked. Examples are:

Of culture, beauty and power 22-1

Because of their families 26-11

To this lay 31-I

The position of the noun adjunct is before the noun it modifies.

Examples are:

Auditorium period 20-III

Our school colors 21-II

A literature book 22-I

An orphan child 28-I

Nominatives of address occur at the beginning and end of sentences.
These occur only sporadically in the materials. Typical examples are:

He did it, boy. 19-I

Naomi Bopan, have you a comment? 20-111

It's too late, Larry. 21-11

PRONOUNS. Pronouns are treated here as a sub-class of nouns. There

are eight pronouns. I, we, you, he, she, it, they and who. Possessive and

objective forms for most of these occur; they are listed below:

SUBJECT POSSESSIVE OBJECTIVE

I my me

we our, ours us

you your, yours, you-ails you, you-all

he hin him

she hers her

it
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they their, theirs, they them

who whose whom

It is used both as a subject and as an object. No possessive for

it occurs in the discussions. Whom occurs only in 20-111. It is there

used as the object of a preposition:

Some enemies of the people whom he was caught by.

The forms ours, hers, yours, theirs, you-all and you-alls occur

only in the interviews, where six students use the plural form you-all,

two, you-alls. All others use your and yours. Him occurs once as a sub-

ject:

Him and some more of these men, well they

killed him. 19-I

We occurs once as the object of a proposition:

It is necessary for we as the strderts. 23-11

Who occurs once as a possessive:

They git together and see whose car can outrun

who. 23-11

Nisn occurs once as a possessive:

...when he lost hisn. 19-1

They occurs as a possessive seven times in three of the discussions.

Their occurs 84% of the time, they 165. This use of they is seen in the

following:

They know they father may take away their license. 23-11

They see they parents doinp this. 26-11

They second team moving up into the first team. 28-1

The pronouns my, your, his, her, it, them, their, our combine with

self, for example:

...within the man himself. 19-1

She swore to herse1f...1022-1

Richard Homer and myself, of course. 28-1

Hisself occurs twice; his ownself, once:

He imprison hisself in this place. 19-1
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Himselves occurs once:

The man is subduing hisself to mental
torture. 20-111

He just gave his ownself away. 20-ITI

A person who knows how to conduct himselves at

certain times 30-11

The demonstrative pronouns this, that, these, those occur in all of

the discussions. In 19-I this here occurs three times, these here, once:

this here lady

this here ladies

to write this here

these here kinds of problems

In seven of the discussions, 19-1, 22-1, 23-11, 24-II, 25-II, 26-II,

27-11, double subjects are used. The double subject consists of a sub-

ject followed by a pronoun which could itself be the subject. Examples

are:

The federal government they sent people down there to

see that Negroes git the privilege to vote. 19-I

A girl she thinks her father will go easy on her. 23-11

Those who are not going to summer school they shwild

be urged to attend the public library more. 24-II

These children at this school they should look back

and remember that at one time that they were teen-

agers themselves. 26-II

The number of double subjects in the discussions varies from two in

27-II to thirteen in 19-I, where they occur in 17% of the total instances

in which they might occur.

VERBS

Verbs have four inflections, the third person singular, the past

tense, the past participle, and the present participle. The verb be,

which is somewhat different from other verbs, is treated separately.

In the present tense the base form of the verb is generally used

with all persons except the third person singular, for example:

I think he didn't come. 19-1
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Other people make 22-T
mmer..em~0

They drop out because they do
not have 23-II

When you get to collerTe....2h-IT

We have over here .... 31..1

There is one instance in the discIssions of an inflected form oc-

curring with 1:

I haves 30-II

There are seven instances of an inflected form occurring with a plus.

ral subect. Typical examples are:

Their works begins on.... 22-I

If the parents allows 23-11

They wants to be 26-11

The third person singular is formed by adding the third person sin-

gular morpheme, which has four allomorphs, / -s, -z, -1-21 -)0// to the

base form. The distribution of the first three allomorphs is identical

with that of the three regular allomorphs of the noun plural morpheme.

/ -s / occurs after bases endinr in voiceless sounis, except sibilants,

for example:

Father lets //feki/ 23-II

That helps AE/pS/....25-II

He thinks /31-010/....26-II

/ -z / occurs after bases ending in voiced sounds, except sibilants, for

example:

it tends /trrz/..0020-III

Who knows P102: /....30-II

/- 77z/ occurs after sibilants, for example:

It teaches ht-ic.,.TZ /.... 22-I

It uses /./(4Z..TZ /.... 15-IT

Teach is the only verb ending in a sibilant which is found in the

discussions. Uses //1.4.1.0.il occurs in the free conversation.
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The / 0/ allomorph occurs with any verb, for example:

He say it meant ....19-1

If everyone fee10..21-II

He always

Wien a boy get....23-II

It look like....31-I

In level I discussions 75% of the third person singular forms have
the / -,00 allomorph; in level II discussions, 49%. The / -,00/ allo-

morph does not occur in the level III discussion.

The past tense of the ma:lority of the verbs is formed by adding one

of the regular allomorphs of the past tense morpheme, / -t, -d, - Ed I.
/ -t / is added to base forms ending in a voiceless sound, except / -t /,
for example:

I placed /M5S--/- /....24-II

They stopped /sfa ft /....25-II

I worked /14/3 /

/ -d / is added to base forms ending in a voiced sound, except / -d /1
for example:

Witches changed /1eVy41/....22-I

They climbed /042-md/....23-II

That happened MderarKi/....30-II

/-.1-d/ is added to base forms ending in / -t / or / -d /, for example:

He wanted

Person committed Mory1271- /....26-II

Ho disregarded Aii.s.Crylig(Y-d-Cd /....28-I

A zero allomorph / / occurs after bases ending in any sound;
the past tense form is identical with the base form of the verb, for
example:

He imprison himself. 19-I

He wrote the story because he want to. 22-1
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I don't think Godfrey act too wise. 28-1

People he loved and people he trust. 30-II

This pattern occurs in six discussions. In 19-1, 16% of the past

tense forms have the / -pi/ allomorph; in 22-T, 9%. It occurs once in

28-1, 29-15 30-1T and 31-1.

The past tense of a few verbs is formed by a change in the vowel of

the base, in addition to adding / -t / or / -d /1 for example:

brought left

caught lost

did said

fled taught

heard thought

kept told

The past tense of a small number of verbs is formed by adding the / -0/
allomorph and changing the vowel of the base, for example:

ate gave saw

became got spoke

began grew stole

broke knew stood

came met swore

fell ran threw

forgot read took

found rode won

wrote

.
The past of one verb is formed by suppletion, went.

Become occurs in 31-1 as a past tense form; knewed and knowed occur

in 19 -I.

The students' responses to the items in the worksheets include the

past tense forms of briny, climb, come, do, oat, give, ride, take) blow,

drink, drive, fit, crew and sweat. Ali of tE7students have brought as
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the past tense of bring, climbed as the past tense of climb, came as the

past tense of come, did as the past tense of do, ate as the past tense

of eat, gave as the past tense of give, rode as the past tense of ride

and took as ale past tense of take.

Student 3-11 has blowed as the past tense of blow; all others have

blew. 5-1 has drunk as the past tense of drink; airothers have drank.

3:Thas drived as the past tense of drive; all others have drove. 9-11,

13-11, 18-11 have fit as the past tense of fit; all others have fitted.

5-1 and 14-i have growed as the past tense of grow; all others have grew.

14-1 has sweat as the past tense of sweat; alrEhers have sweated*

The majority of the verbs have past participle forms which are iden-

tical with the past tense forms, for example:

built made

caught married

convicted meant

gain said

gained started

killed suppose

knocked supposed

learned wanted

Forgot, gave and took occur as past participles; forgot occurs once,

gave twice, took once.

A few participles are formed by adding / -n,,)n / to the base, with

or without a change in the vowel in the base, for example:

done thrown

gone written

gotten been

seen hidden

torn born

Did and went also occur as past participle forms. Did occurs once;

done OFFurs twice* Went occurs twice; gone occurs five times,

The past participles of two verbs are formed by adding /.0t/ to the

base: come, won. Came occurs once as a past participle.
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The past participles of bite, climb, drink, drive, drown, ride, take,

tear and wear occur in the interviews. All of the students have climbed

as the past participle of climb and drowned as the past participle of

drown.

Students 4-II, 10-I and 18-II have bit as the past participle of bite;

all others have bitten. 16-I has drinkt as the past participle of drink;

1-TI, 3-II, 13-11 and 16-I have drank; all others have drunk. 14-I has

drove as the past participle of drive; all others have driven. 4-II,

1747-and 16-I have rode as the past participle of ride; -3:Y-Ras rid; all

others have ridden.--3:T and 14-I have took as the past participle of take;

all others have taken. 3-II and 14-I have tore as the past participle of

tear; all others have torn. 14-I has wore as the past participle of wear;

all others have worn.

The present participle is formed by adding -ing / 11 or / .15n /

to .6he base form of the verb. Examples are:

Why's they looking? 19-I

You're plying.....28-I

He is rushing 30-II

Both [-JD / and / occur on all levels; / -De is used more

frequently than / (See Consonants, Chapter II.)

The present participle ending is often pronounced / -n / when it

occurs with E2: going &or) I. /ply / and &01.70/ also occur. When to

follows going, the phrase is often pronounced /yon a I.

The verb be has more inflectional forms than any other verb. There

are five present tense forms: am, is, are, be and the zero copula. Am

usually occurs when the subject is I; be occurs in 8% of the instances

in which I is the subject. Typical are the following:

I am in the twelfth grade. 22-I

I think I am a average student. 30-II

When I'm out I be as safe as I can. 23-II

He or a singular noun occurs with is, be and the zero copula. Is

occurs in 90%, be in 8% and the zero copula in 2% of the instances.

Typical examples are:

At this stage it is not....20-III

The trend what they have right now is sufficient

for me 26-II

It be a lot of kids there my age....31-I
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If everybody in there slow learner....25-II

Are occurs with we, for example:

We're in high schoo?....21-II

We're on subject and verbs....24-II

We're wild and unruly.00.26-II

Are, be and the zero copula occur with you. Are occurs in 8% of the in-

stances, be in 66% and / / in 25%. Typidarexamples are:

When you enter the story, you are already on the

scene of the action. 22-I

I mean you be the smartest one in that class. 24-II

If you a slow learner0...26-II

Are, is, be and the zero copula occur with they or some other plural

subject. Are occurs in 79% of the instances, is in 9%, be in 9% and the

zero copula in 2%. Examples are:

These are some of the things. 20-III

Some of ihe things that should be tave,t is....24-II

They be meaningful. 25-II

They glad to have this. 19-I

Be finite and the zero copula occur in level I and II discussions.

They also occur in the free conversation of level I and II students.

They do not occur in the materials of the level II1 students.

Be has two past tense forms, was and were. Was occurs with I, he

or a sEngular noun, for example:

He was afraid. 304I

The lesson was hard. 24-II

I was the bus boy. 31-I

Was and were occ:ur with you. Was occurs in 50% of the instances.

EXamples are:

The last time you was in my....19-I

You were absent that day. 28-I

She'd tell you you were ugly. 30-II
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Were and was occur with we. Was occurs in 60% of the instances. Examples
WeB.ID OIMIN

are:

We wc%re on this basis constantly. 24-1I

But we was closest. 31-1

Wan and wPre occur with they. Was occurs in 14% of the instances.

Examples are:

They was still on the same thing. 25-IT

They were teen-agers. 26-II

They didn't know exactly who they were. 28-1

The past participle of be is been. The present participle is 10212g.

TYPical of the sentences in which they occur are the following:

If that had been....19-1

The man was being held. 20-111

Children could have been going....25-II

He had been accused....28-1

There is one instance of the present participle occurring with a

zero allomorph:

They can't help be that way. 26-11

A small number of the verbs are marked by derivatonal affixes,

these are listed below:

-ate: associate, isolate, graduate, appreciate, educate, dictate

- en: stiffen, straighten, happen, enable, encourage, enjoy, engage

- in: involve

- im: imprison, improve

-ize: recognize, realize

-ish: publish, finish

The auxiliaries or function words which occur with verbs in the

discussions are:

can

could

ought (to)

should
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may will get

might would have

must

. The auxiliaries in the first two columns occur with the base form

of the verb, for example:

He can relax and think....20-III

He can do it....27-II

He could receive0.0122-I

They could make....25-II

Father may take....23-II

You may want....30-II

We might think....19-I

They might get....23-II

People must have said....24-II

They ought to be glad....19-I

You ought to be able....25-II

You should correct....22-I

Literature should be combined....29-I

We will have..,,25-II

He will bring....25-II

They would graduate....20-III

She would like....19-I

I would disagree.0..23-II

Transferring would be....2l-II

Must occurs only once in the discussions. May occurs in five dis .

cussions; might, in six; ourht (to), in three. None of these occurs

more than four times in any discussion. Can, could, should, will and

would occur frequently.
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Forms of be, get and have occur with thc past participle. Get,

however, occurs very infrequently. Typical are the following:

Teachers are supposed....25-II

He was convicted....28-I

It be kind of complicated....21-II

I got knocked....31-I

He haven't left ....19-I

He have gain....22-I

He had married....28-I
0.0.M10......=011

They had taken....29-I

Are occurs once with the past participle made:

They're made their mistake....26-II

Forms of be occur with the present participle, for example:

They was talking....19-I

They be doing....23-II

We are going....24-II

They are putting....24-II

If you be talking. 25-I1

He was getting....30-II

The auxiliary is omitted in twelve instances. Typical examples are:

He going....19-I

They coming. 21-11

If you trying

If you telling a story....304I

Do is used as a function word in questions and negative statements,

for example:

You don't understand....25-II
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He did not commit...028-I

He didn't make it 30-1T

Do occurs twice with the headword be in discussion 23-1I:

We do bele..wir

It don't be ermgh

Two or more of the auxiliary verbs may occur with the verb headword,

for example:

ject.

He has always been thought of as....20-III

You should have seen....22-I

I don't be paying attention..4 23-11

There are three instances of done being used as an auxiliarY:

They be done cut your head off ....19-I

Everybody done seen you. 28-1

T. done forget. 29-1

The usual position of the main verb in statements is after the sub-

Verb forms function as subjects, for example:

His living was earned by something....19-I

Transferring to another school would be best. 21-11

They function as direct objects, for example:

I would like to graduate. 21-II

We should have more reading of literature in the

future. 29-I

They function as subjective complements, for example:

The next thing they want to do is get married. 22-I

One thing...is petting them exposed to more things. 25-1I

They function as objects of prepositions, for example:

He was accused of taking the mong. 19-I
1.01=1.1.WIL
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...throughout the stories from beginning to ending. 20-111

They function as modifiers of nouns, adjectives and sentences. (See

Chapter VII, Modification and Coordination.)

APJFCTIVES

Most of the adjectives in the discussions occur only 13 the base

foY.m. Comparative and superlative forms occur snorarlically. The con.

paritive is formed bv adding the inflectional suffix -er to the base

form, the superlative by awling -est to the base. Typical of the f.)rms

wnich occur are the following:

big bigger biggest

close closest

great greater greatest

hard harder

rich richest

low lower

old older/elder

smart smarter smartest

young younger

Two adjectives with suppletive forms also occur:

good better best

bad worst

Polysyllabic adjectives do not follow the pattern of adding -er,

-est to thP base rorm. More and most are used with these to form a

phrase which is equivalent in function to the forms with suffixes, for

example:

more careful

more cultural things

more reckless

most important

There is one instance in which both more an,i an inflectional suf-

fix are used to form the comparative: a more-hiFher job.



Many of the adjectives are marked by derivational suffixes. The

most often used suffix is -al as in financial, normal, moral. Among

others used are:

-able: (-ible): possible, irresponsible, responsible

- ant: important

ar: similar, partieulnr, familiar

ary: primary, prraiminary, literary, elementary

- en: linen

ent: excellent, different, indifferent, :ufficient

ful: thankful, beautiful, careful, meaningful, wonderful

ic: electric, scholastic

ish: EnElish

ive: captive, defensive, distributive

-less: reckless, restless

ly: worldly

ous: famous, anIcious, serious, victorious, jealous

y: guilty, ready, funny, empty, happy, easy, unruly

Adjectives function as modifiers of nouns; their position is usually

before the noun head, for example:

famous plays 19-1

a perfect murder 20-111

the full opinion 21-11

open arms 22-T

They also function as subjective complements; their position is

usually after the verb, for example:

He was sick. 19-1

She be kind of scared. 23-11

..that seems brivht. 25-T1
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They get mad. 25-11

ADVERBS

A few adverbs have comparative forms. These are formed by adding -er

to the base form, for example, lonrer, later, sooner. The suppletive

form better also occurs. Typical examples are:

Later on they said that....19-1

There no longer will be a Manassas. 20-111

He will help them to put themselves in the story

better. 20-111

You'll get caught sooner or later. 30-11

Most adverbs, however, have no inflected forms. They fall into two

groups, those whiclt have the derivational ending -ly and those which do

not. Typical of those in the -ly group are the following:

accidentally eventually mainly

actually exactly mostly

basically foolishly probably

completely hardly really

direc-qy likely usually

Adverbs which do not have the -ly suffix fall into several groups:

(1) those which have the prefix a-, for example:

about

along

around

away

(2) those with the suffix -wise, for example: otherwise, competition-

wise-5 (3) those formed by TITEFg some, any, every and no to more, how,

way, where and place, for example:

anyhow sometimes

anymore somewhere

anyway everyplace



noway: They can't do nothing with him noway. 19.1

(4) those that ena in -ward, for example: forward and afterward; (5)

those that are idLnticarUith prepositions, for example:

off ..cut Ids head off. 19-T

behind ,..keoping them bPhind.

over ..teach the same thing over. 25-IT

in .00the first thing that we were

down ....things started slowing down. 31-I

Many of the adverbs used in the discussions cannot be put into groups

such as the above. Typical of these are the followinr:

also already now

too first far

then right enough

maybe still only

always there close

ever once so

yet almost back

early wrong near

good all perhaps

just often

Adverbs function as modifiers of verbs, adjectives, nouns and sen-

tences. (See Chapter M.) They occur in several positions in the sen-

tence.

They occur immediately after the verb:

Statistics are based only on thP amount of girls driving. 23-II

...they probably can do better at night school....26-TI

They had these people to tell what they had done

wrong.,..27-T

They occur before the verb:
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He actually lost all respect for her. 20-III

I also believe that young people should....24-II

Then their neighbors probably would complain....26-II

They occur betmton the auxiliary and the verb:

He was probably trying to gain wealth. 19-I

..someone else can be easily influenced by this

person. 25-IT

..one who would willingly accept suggestions from

other people. 30.41

They occur at the beginning of the sentence:

Eventually, he lost this in his hard trying. ?2-I

Now we're Fonna talk about....25-TI

Late in life you may want it. 30-11

They occur at the end of the sentence:

She was a writer too. 19-1

It is not completed yet. 20-111

Most of us throw it away foolishly. 27-I1
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CHAPTDI V

FUNCTION WORDS

The four parts of speech, the noun, the verb, the adjective and the

adverb have been described in the preceding chapter. These account for

the majority of words in the discussions. The words which do not belong

to these four classes are function words and are described here.

The function words in the materials mly be divided into several

groups; some pattern with the parts of speech; some perform other func-

tions in the sentence.

DETFRMINFRS

The determiners pattern with nouns. The most commonly used deter-

miners, by far, found in the materials are the and a/an. Others fre-

quently used are:

all many some

both more that

enough my their

every no these

few one this

her other those

his our your

A number of these words are pronouns, but they are classed as de-

terminers when they occur with nouns. Possessive nouns also function

as determiners.

Typical use of determiners is seen in the following phrases:

A very good ending 20-111

This new school 21-II

The world 22-I

A office 23-11

Their senior year 24-II

All the other childmn 30-TT
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Caesar's wife 19-T

A occurs in all environments. An occurs only before words beginning

with vowels. In 9' of the,instances where an coulA orcur, a occul

The has two forms, pc)-; ,aa /. /si / usually occurs before words

beginning with vowels, 4,9 / before Lhose bnpinning with consonants"

There are two inntances of / occurring before wor(is beginnintT with

vowels:

The /grt9 / army 20-ITI

The / jc) / other 25-N

AUXTLTARIES
9

The auxiliaries pattern with verbs. These include be, do, have and

the moial auxiliaries. Because some of the auxiliaries are also full

verbs, they have been deseribed in Chapter 1110

QUALTFIERS

The qualifiers patern with adectives and adverbs. The-most fre-

quently used are very, so, more, kind of, pronounced most frequently

ur,u-oda /, arri sort or7sDi-c9 77.51Ters 11,sed are:

about pretty

a gr,.at quite

a little quite a few

even real

less that

most too

Typical rre of these is seen in the following:

It's too late. 20-IIT

The rest of them are kind of lazy. 24-II

He ain't going to do nothing but take a trip over to

Europe about two years and slide back to Memphis. 19-I

PREPUliTTOM

The prepositions are followd by nouns, many of which are preceded
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by determiners. The unit formed by the preposition and noun functions

as a muiifier. The most frequently used single prepositions are listed

below:

about 17.3r

across during

after except

among for

around from

as

at

before

behind

between

in

near

of

off

to

but toward

Compound and phrasal prepositions occur also; the ones most used

by the students are:

according to in favor of off of

apart from in front of out of

because of inside of throughout

down from instead of within

except for into withoat

The following examples illustrate the use or prepositions:

She dreamed about him. 394

I would like for them to make new rules for our

cafeteria. 27-I1

The trouble was within the man himself. 20-111

Students should be grouped according to their

abilities. 25-II
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CONJUNCTIONS

The conjunctions are used to join coordinate elements; their po-

sition is between the groups they join. And is the most frequently used
conjunction; others used are but, or, yet. Yet occurs only oNce. Infre-
quently conjunctions are joined with another word to form phrasespfer
example, and see, and so, and then, and then twain. The following illus-
trate the u6737 conjunctions:

They think or feel that they are not as good as the
next person. 25-TI

...someone that can get his lesson, go to dances and
have fun, know the students and do what they do, yet he
can stay above the rest of 6171. 30-II

They was taking turns staying with this preacher, and
so this nipht of all nights was Silas Marner's

SENTENCE CONNECTORS

Three sent-ehce connectors are found in the materials: therefore,
furthermore and also; none of them, however, occurs frequently0 ahey
occur between the two units they connect or within the second of the
units. Furthermore occurs with the coordinator and. Typical examples
are:

She said she'd like to f,o to the theater and to the
museum; she also said that she'd like to go down

It is not completed yet; therefore we will have to
finish here at Manassas next year. 20-III

You have to have a lot of kids to back you up, and
furthermore, I think I have the ability to lead....30-II

INITIATORS

A few words, occurring at the beginning of sentences, function as
initiators. The most often used are well, you see, and then. Their use
is seen in the following:

Well, he po easier with these. 23-II

You see, they think or feel that they are not as
good. 25-1

And then, afterwards we went to the Airport and to
the Dobbs House. 31-1
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STABILIERS ANL) FILL!.:RS1

Stabiliznrs, which are a type of hesitation, occur frequently in all

of the discussiwls. :;ome of these are words and phrases, such as well,

know, T mean, l't mn ree. Others, such as um, er, a-uh, cannot be

c xlidered oHs, illers, the renetitions and half begun words, are found

1,1 all of !he dirc.,:srHh-. "here features are reen in the followinr:

An he waa a, he was a, a author who ah ah took ah

:Aril% for rrantwl when hf. !ost hisn, but uh, -took him

seven year3 to write this here, but be didn't have

enourh timo. Pe'd tell ah about the thlni-s, you know,

uh everyday people, no, normal people ought to be

thankful for, r.ya know, when they haven't got their

signt. 19-I

The sophomores of next year ah well I believe well

this is the qurstion, "Will we move over?" We will not

be able to move over if the school is not completed.

True, which at tY.,9 stare it is no4... Well uh it's half-

way through. rt is not com, completed; therefore, we

will have to finish hcre at Manassas. 20-III

I think he's right to a certain extent because the

student body, because the student holy itself coul'i fill

the auditorium and then not leave any room for the parents,

but I think he shoilld a', enable us to gQ, vou know, if our

parents aren't voing to he able to come and we have the in-

vitations. 24-II
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CHAPTER VI

SENTENCE PATTERNS

The most often used sentence pattern in the discussions is that of

sqbject 4. verb, found in stat(Tients and negative sentences. Questions

and request sentences pattern differently.

The statements, which far outnumber all other types of sentences,1

fall into ten patterns. The verb be occurs in four of these. Because

be is somewhat different from other verbs, patterns in which it occurs are

djscribed separately; these follow the patterns in which other verbs oc-

cur:

PATTERN I

Subject + Verb

This pattern occurs in all of the discussions. The verb may be

followed by an adverbial element. The followihg examples are typical:

I guess. 19-I

Some students don't try. 23-11

I started out about last year. 28-1

mingle well with other people. 30-11

PATTERN II

Subject + verb + Direct Object

This pattern occurs in all of the discussions. The following sen-

tences are typical:

He had these fits. 20-ITT

We elect student council representatives. 27-I1

I enjoyed nnglish very much this year. 29-1

He really wanted Eppie then. 30-11

had a chance to go to Columbia, Michigan. 31-I

PATTERN III

Subject # Verb 4. Indirect Object 4- Direct Object
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This pattern occurs sporadically in most of the discussjons. ';'ypi-

eal examples are:

This will give qc reader a chance to catch his

breath. 20-fTI

That will rive us a great setback. 21-11

He sent his wife a letter. 22-1

The Carver football team will give the other schools

more competition. 28-I

I told her it was real nice and everything. 31-1

PATTERN IV

Subject + Verb + Direct Object + Objective Conplement

This pattern occurs in only one discussion.

The author called this particular story Vanity

Fair. 22-1

Her love for him made her strong. 22-1

PATTERN V

Subject + Verb + Subjective Complement

This pattern occurs sporadically in less than one-third of the dis-

cussions. Both nouns and adjectives occur as complements, for example:

Silas Marner, after he came to Raveloe, he became a

linen maker. 19-1

He became the leader. 29-I

She became very happy. 22-1

They got mad. 25-11

PATTERN VI

In all of the discussions one or two statements without subjects oc-

cur. In most instances the context is such that the meaning is clear.

The following are typical:

Also when he starts out in the first person, gives

you the sense that it's sort of like....20-1II
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Suppose T.() get my license this summer. 23-1

Seem like his father should have gave it to him. 30-11

There are four patterns in which the verb be occurs.

PATTERN VII

Subject + Be + Adverbial Element

This pattern occurs in thc discussions on all levels. The following

examples are typical:

Uelre in high school now. 21-II

It was in the non-fiction section. 23-1I

I'm in 11-6 homeroom. 29-1

PATTERN VIII

Subject + Be + Subjective Complement

This pattern is found in all of the discussion,. Nouns and adjec-

tives may occur as subjective complements; adjectives occur more fre-

quently. Typical are the following:

He was quiet. 19-1

He was a romanticist. 20-111

This is Manassas High School. 21-11

She be kind of scared.2 23-11

Others are old foggies. 27-I1

flrammar is more important. 29-I

Be finite3 occurs only in the present tense. (See Verbs, Chapter

PATTERN IX

Expletive + Be + Subject

In this pattern thb expletive it or there occupies the subject po-

sition. Thn there + be + subject pattern occurs in two-thirds of the

discussions. The following examples are typical:
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There were certain people who said0...20-III

There are not that many girls drivirp. 23-11

There's a possible chance. 26-II

There was a leader...029-I

Phere'r a fcw "buis" ir it. 30-11

The it + be 4- suWect pet%ern occur: svoradically in anprlxir.14.ely
one-f'ourth of the discussions. Typical examPles are:

It was mental torture. 20-111

It was the age of culture. 22-I

It's not a time for play. 30-II

A sub-pattern with it occurs sporadically in most of the discussions
in which the there patteE occurs. This it is used where there might be
expected to occur, for example:

It's no doubt. 20-111

It was so many numbers. 23-11

It's a lot of essays and things. 25-1I

It be a lot of kids there my age. 31-1

It was a few sophomores there. 31-I

The sub-pattern occurs also in the free conversation in the inter-
views. All of the students who use it also use the there pattern. The
sdb-pattern occurs more often than the there pattern in the conversation
of students 4-1 and 16-T. It does not occur in the conversation of level
III students.

PATTatt X

subject + 0 Copula + Subjective Complement or Adverbial Element4

The zero copula occurs wherever the present tense forms am, is, are,
or be may occur. This pattern does not occur as frequently as patterns
VI and VII. It does not occur in the level III discussions. Typical are
6he following:

They glad to have him. 19-1

His father out of town. 23-IT
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You the onliest somebody in that class. 24-II

Another reason because his girl friend was going

to get married. 30-II

This pattern occurs in the free conversation of the interviewr. It

occurs fairly frequently in the conversation of level I students, less

frequently in that of level II students. It does not occur in that of

level III students. The students who use this pattern also use the other

patterns in which be occurs. The following examples from the free con-

versation of student 14-I illustrate this:

Socia] Studies is my major.

He's a carpenter.

It's not required.

It's always crowded.

It's for the kids mostly.

They be minor sports.

It always be crowded.

It be mostly dancing.

He a truck driver.

She just a housewife05

NEGATTVES

Nermtive sentences occur in all of the discussions.

Negation is most often signalled by the function word not, pronounced

d4146", Jqt p () /. Not comes between the auxiliary and tnverb, when

the verb in the statement is one other than be, for example:

He haven't left. 19-I

I don't think students should be grouped. 25-II

If he doesn't have any ambition....26-II

We wasn't winning first place. 31-T

When be is the verb, not comes after it, for example:

He wasn't like that. 19-I
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The younger children that aren't already here....274I

I'm not clumsy. 29-1
M=MMOI,

I'm not well known. 30-11

Never is also used to express neszation. If there is no auxiliary,

its position before the verb; if there is one, it comes between the

auxiliary and f,ho verb, for example:

He nnver came out without his dogs. 29-1

The second semester will never git started. 21-11

Satan is in hell and he falls and falls, but he never

quit falling. 22-1

You'll never learn anything, 25-11

The negative words, hard2y, nobody, nothing, no occur sporadically.

Hardly and nobody occur only with other negatives. Nothing and no occur

FRE-Tiith and without them. Typical examples are:

You wouldn't hardly catch any girls in drag

races. 26-11

Didn't nobody know anything about it. 19-1

You have nothing that builds directly up into the

story. 20-111

You have no plot...020-ITI

So it. wouldn't be no competition. 24-11

QUESTIONS

Questions, which cccur in nine of the discussions, are signalled in

three ways, by reversal of the statement pattern of subject + verb, by

interrogators, or by rising intonation.

When the verb is be, there is a reversal of subject and verb, as in

the following:

Are there any questions? 19-1

Was there a common enHing

to the story? 20-111

Is that all? 29-1
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When there is an auxiliary, it precedes the subject, the verb fol-

lows it. If thera are two or more auxiliaries, the subject comes after

the first one, for example:

Would you come up? 28-T

Will we have any newcomers on the team: 28-1

Should ntudents be grouped according to their abilities? 2h-II

When thrTe is no other auxiliary and the verb is one other than bp,
somt rorm of do is used to achieve thl reversal, for example:

Did Une stories have a similar endino? 20-111
111011.0000

Do you suppose the school will try to rive you

all any competition? 28-1

Do you like football? 28-I

There is one instance in which an auxiliary is not used:

You want to say something0 19-I

A number of the cluc.stions begin with one of the interrogators how,

why, whit, who. How and why function only as interrogators, and the

subject and verb are reversed. What and who, in addiLion to signalling

that a sentence in a quontien, runction as subjects, direct objects or

complements within it. When they function as subjects, the pattern is

subjc:ct verb. When they function as objects, the subject and verb are

reversed. The following are illustrative:

How did he end it? 20-111

How do you think Carver football team'll be rated

next year? 28-1

Why's they looking at him like that? 19-1

What is your opinion? 2h-11

Ivory, what do you think about that? 25-II

Who going to be the leader in the class? 25-II

In one ouestion the pattern of subject 4. verb is used, the intona-

tion pattern is 2 - 304,

That would benefit the student more? 24-T1

A few questions have no verbs. Mese consist or one, two or three

words which have a rising intcnation pattern, for example:
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Why? 3/ 19-1

Grambling College? 2-3 1 23-11

Our victorious team? 2-34 31-1

REQUESTS

There are ten request sentences in the discussions. In all of these

the base form of the verb is followed by a modifier or a complement. There

is no subject. The following are illustrative:

Ask your question again. 22-1

Let me answer that. 24-1I

Let them go on. 25-I1

Wait a minute. 31-1
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CHAPTER VII

MODIFICATION AND COORDINATICC.

Two of the syntactic reladonships into which the words, phrases

and clauses in the sentences enter are modification and coordination.

MODIFICATION

Nouns, verbs, adjentives, adverbs, functi,m words and sentences

occur as heads modified by otherstructures.

FOUNS AS HEADWORDS

Nouns occur as headwords modified by determiners, adjectives, nouns,

verbs, adverbs, prepositional phrases and relative clauses. Modifiers

occur both before the noun and after it.

The most common modifier of the noun is the determiner. "I . posi-

tion is before the noun, for example:

Most of the children....20-III

...well as a secretary in a office....23-II

Uhat is your opinion? 24-11

...being persuaded by his friends....26-II

That's what we need in a president....30-II

The adjective is the next most frequent modifier of the noun. Its

posItion in the noun phrase is after the determiner, if there is one,

and before the noun head. Examples of this structure are the following:

He was quiet and had queer eyes ....19-I

That's one of the main contrasts....20-III

...the purpose of oral discussion is to

improve speech habits....24-II

Some students are harder to learn a certain

thing....26-II

Approximately 26% of the nouns occur with one adjective modifier.

When two adjectives occur, they are usually connected by and, for
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example:

The man vas subjected to itylical and

mental torture. 20.111

..how to speak the correct and proper

We...have one of the best and bigger

cafeterias....27-II

No nouns occur with three adjective modifiers.

There are three noun modifiers of nouns, the noun adjunct, the pos-

sessive form of the noun and the appositive.

The noun adjunct comes before the noun, for example:

...if they change it over during the

half semester period. 20-III

...they will also have a cosmetology

department....21-II

...that our student body should

exercise. 27-II

Since you a basketball player....28-I

The possessive form of the noun precedes the noun, for example:

...Brutus sent Decius to Caesar house ....19-I

had written the women part so well ....19-I

...to note that most of Poe's stories.4..20-III
vaMO

...he should know all the driver's rules .23-II

...grown-ups' accusations are incorrect....26-1I

Appositives follow the noun head. They occur sporadically in approx-

imately one-half of the discussions. Typical examples are:

friend William was the one to come

in....19-1

...so she had a friend Amelia....22-I

...when they found his dead wife Molly....28-I

I just want to say something about Godfrey's

wife Nancy. 30-II
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Three forms of the verb modify the noun, the present participle, the

past participle and the infinitive. The present participle and infinitive

occur rather frequently, the past participle less frequently. The present

and past participles come before the noun head, for example:

...played the lending part....22-I

...have a pleasing personPlity....30-II

,..she was just a determine person....22-T

...he saw different, him and his adopted

child. 30-TI

When the participle is part of a ohrase, it follows the noun head,

for example:

He supposed to have gi engaged tr) this

lady name Savah. 19-1

They were just three old women saying

ieemething. 22-I

The majority of teen-agers driving cars

nowadays are boys. 23-11
Ammon. ...mornir

I went with a boy named Jerry....31-I

Infinitives follow the noun head, for example:

The one to come...29-T

Have time to rest....23-II

The time to throw away...,it-II

The ability to read30-1I

Adverbs follow the noun head. They occur in eight of the discussions,

but no more than three occur in any discussion, and in several instances,

-he same adverb occurs twice. Typical examples are:

If they start the year after....20-III

That we had about a month ago....28-I

Prepositional phrases come after the noun head; they occur fre-

quently in all of the discussions. The following are typical:

The class as a whole....20-ITI

The current problems of a high schoo1....24-II
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The children with the low averages....25-II

The adults of their day..,.26-II

Ninth grade atPorter....31-I

Relative clauses follow the noun; they are connected to the head by

that, which, who or whom. Typical examples are:

So then the person that didn't know it, he just

:it down. 25-11

The suspense which his short stories are filled

with.... 20-III

The poet laureate is a person who is honored

with a award. 22-11

Some of the people whom he was caught by....20-III

A few clau,3es, however, do not occur immediately after the noun head,

for example:

The first man died who had the linen factory. 19-1

VERBS AS HEADWORDS

Verbs occur as headwords modified by adverbs, adverbial nouns, pre-

positional phrases, and clauses.

Adverbs occur before the verb head, after it, or between the auxiliary

if there is one, and the verb hoed, for example:

She always praised her sister. 20-111

You are already on the scene of the action. 20-111

He should be one who would willingly accept

suggestions. 30-I1

Adverbial nouns come after the verb head.

It wouldn't last a day. 19-1

We got there Friday morning. 22-I

I would like to talk about the trip we made Thursday

night. 22-1

I cot home about two. 31-1
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Prepositional phrases come after the verb head, for example:

She said on the witness stand that he had told

her. 19-1

All of them are against beinp transferred. 21-1T

She was put into an orphan home. 22-1

Should students be grouped according tL their

abilities? 25-IT

Clauses come after the verb head, for example:

V1/MlleMINIMMEIMMIg

It happened when he was staying u with this elder

man. 19-1

Mr. Jones would feed them when he got ready. 29-I

He Left because h..; -las accused of taking_mly. 30-11

ADJECTIVES AS HEADWORDS

The most frequent adjective modifiers are adverbs and qualifiers,

for example:

was scheduled to go uo Southside High, which

this year is a completely white school. 20-III

They ought not to have the real smart ones and

the real dumb ones taking tangs together. 25-II

A very few adjectives are modified by prepositional phrases:

It was diffitult for them to see each other. 22-I

That's what's wrong with people. 25-IT

Someone that can be better than average. 30-1I

A few are modified by infinitives, for example:

Boys they be anxious to drive. 23-II

I'm hard to catch on. 25-II

ADVERBS AS HEADWORDS

Adverbs are modified by qualifiers, for example:

He did act sort of queer. 19-1
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1 don't think it changed him too much. 25-17

They...explain the session real well. 25-IT

SENTENCES AS HriADS

Sentenos ... are modified by adverhs, verbs, preposit'nnal phrasos and
clauses. Those usually .1cfur at the heginninr of thc ::er:Lence; a few oc-
cur at the tr,!.

Adverbs occur frequently as sentence modifiers. Typical are the
following:

Eventually he lost this in his hard trying. 22-I

Quite naturally he's going to want to show off
and everything. 23-IT

Verbs occur sporadically. The following are typical:

That's what the teacher's here for, to explain things
to you. 25-IT

He went his way, knowing that he didn't take the
money. 30-TI

Prepositional phrases and clauses occur frequently. The following
are typical:

By mistake he accidentally kilt him. 19-1

During the marching, we marched about two miles up
a road. 22-I

Although once in a while he might do wrong,
he didn't want this to be known. 30-II

Maybe you ought to be in a special class, if
you're that dumb. 25-II

There is one instance in which a sentence modifier appears to modify
a structure introduced by a subordinator:

Though I think it's necessary for we as the students
to po twelve months a year cause I think that we need
it, though I wouldn't want to go twelve months. 23-II

COORDINATION

Structures of coordination occur in all of the discussions. The
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units in a structure, which are usually syntactically equivalent, may
be nouns, verbs, adjectiveq, adverbs, funcion wnrds, phrases or clauses.

STRUCTURES WITH NOTINS, VERBS, ADJECTIVES, ADVERBS AND FUNCTION WORPS

All of the parts of speech enter into structures of coordination,
nouns and verbs fairly frequently, adjectives and adverbs sporadically.

Typical of the coordinate structures in which nouns occur are the

following:

lelbat was it, the money, wisdom or wealth? 19-1

...the man or person who was subjected to mental

torture was rescued by the army. 20-111

The actors and actresses were superb. 22-II

..like major subjects, for instance, English,
American History and Math. 24-I1

...to leal'n how to play archery, tennis and

paddle tennis. 31-1

Typical of the structures in which verbs occur are the following:

They didn't know nothing else to do but look at
hjm and think like that. 19-I

Most boys drink and drive, too. 23-I1

I don't think you should ston and shirk. 24-II

They should lcok back and remember....26-II

I would have fun meeting and swimming and

playing and all that. 31-I

Typical of the structures in which adjectives and adverbs occur are

the following:

The man was both subjected to physical and mental

torture. 20-111

She was pale and weak. 22-II

I got among the "A" and "B" students. 24 II

They just got disappointed and discouraged. 25-II

You'll get caught sooner or later. 31-I
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Function words also occur in structures of coordination. Typical

examples are:

He grew less and less fond of money. 19-I

about three or four days. 24-TI

It made me want to study more and more. 24-II

This student is able to get his or her

lesson. 25-II

STRUCTURES WITH PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES AND CLAUSES

Prepositional phrases occur sporadically in coordinate structures;

the following are illustrative:

She'd like to go to the theater and to the museum. 1.9I

We went to the Airport and to the Dobbs House, 31-I

Both subordinate and coordinate clauses occur in structures of co-

ordination; coordinate clauses occur far more frequently than subordi-

nate clauses. The following are typical:

They should prepare and know exactly what they
supposed to teach and what the children supposed
to know. 25-rI

If they said they were against him or if they dis-

afrescroduced....30-II
The teacher didnit know if they were sophomores or

what they were. 31-I

Now we have the time to throw awax, and most of us

thInLil_MTELS_9211±11Z. 27-II

Did anyone enjoy that show, or did anyone see

it? 28-I

In some instances several structures in a sentence are joined by and,

for example:

The adults of their day said that they were wild and
unruly and a restless bunch and so today here they are,
adults, and then they're saying that we're wild and unruly
and then tomorrow when we're adults; we will say the same

thing about the next group. So it just goes around in circles. 26-II

In each of the discussions there are a few sentences, never more than

three, often only one, in which the units in the structure of coordination
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are not syntactically equivalent, for example:

Though I said I didn't like se-aool, but I would

like to go to colloge so that 1 could take elemen-

tary education. 23-11



CHAPTER VIII

CONCLUSION

The primary intent of this study has been to describe the speech of

Nerro high school students in Memphis, Tennessee; this has been done in

the preceding chapters. No conclusions in the usual sense are necessary.

There may be some value in comparing the structure of the speech of the

students with the structure of other varieties of English, particularly

the variety spoken in the area in which they live. Such a comparison is

made in this chapter.

There is no one standard speech in the United States. Hans Kurath

has shown in A Word Geography of the Eastern United States that there

are three principal speech areas alonE-7-7-teAtarTIFFOE7,7 Northern,

Midland and Southern.1 The standard speech of one area is considered as

acceptable as that of either of the others.2 Studies based on the records

of the Linguistic Atlas of the United States and Canada provide consider-

able information on the speech, particularly the pronunciation, of three

types of speakers within these areas: type I, those with little formal

education; type II,.those with a better formal education,,usually high

school; type III, those usually with a college education, often classed

as cultured.

Memphis is not a part of the area included in the Atlas surveys;

Claude M. Wise in Applied Phonetics3postulates, however, on the basis

of settlement patterns that the boundary between the Midland and Southern

areas runs northward through Central Tennessee and Kentucky to the Ohio

River. This places Memphis within the Southern area, but not too far

from its northern boundary. The speech of Memphis can be expected to be

Southern with some Midland features.

No grammar of Southern speech is available. Studies based on the

Atlas materials, however, provide infolmation on selected grammatical fea-

tures of each of the areas. Among these am& Bagby Atwood's A Survey

of Verb Forms in the Easterri United States4 and Raven McDavid's "Ameri-

can Dialects." It is generally assumed that the grammar of standard

English is essentia4y the same in all speech areas. C. C. Fries's The

Structure of English° and Itlr. Nelson Francis' The Structure of American

Eng1-77-T.si'1.7iii7=nt, sources of information on the standard-MinF.

PHONOLOGY

In the description of the sound system .of the students' speech, the

phonemic system the realization of the phonemes and the incidence of

the phonemes have been dealt with. Each of these is treated here.

TO PHONEMES

The phonemic system of the speech of the students, described in

chapter two, is that which is found in the Southern area. Kurath
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and Manavid in The Pronuneiation of English in The Atlantic States state

that the followinr vowels are found in the upper and lower eolith:

3 a-

1,7

a 3-Z-

This system differs from that of most areas chiefly in having four

low vowels where other aras have three, The vowel /1/1 occurs only
in those areas where precore3onantal and final / r / is not preserved as

such.

In the speech of the students /_r,a,c occur in weakly

stressed syllables. These also occur in weakly stressed syll ables in the

speech of the Southern nroa.9

The consonant system of the speech of the students is that found in

the upper and lower South. This differs from that found in other vari-

eties of English in having /a 4 which usually replaces preconsonantal

and final r /,10

Only a few comments were made about the suprasegmental phonemes of

the speech of the students. These do not provide sufficient material

for a comparison to be made.

THE REALIZATION OF THE PHONEMES

Tn the speech of the, students / ± / occurs most frequently as an up-

glidIng diphthengEn ,ro. In much of the Southern area / i / occurs

as an upgliding diphthong, ranging fromL/Vtorjp.11

In the speech of the 0,tudents /1-1 occurs both as a monophthenp: and

as a diphthoncs[2-,-0,:T°_/. In large parts of the Southern speech area

/ i / occurs asLVorrj.A2

In the speech of the students / e / occurs most freonently as an up .

gliding diphit,ong&,2:,e47. paiding diphthongsCe/gMaccur in most
of the Ealtr,,rn section of-the country. fe,03 or.;curs in some sections of the

`louthern area.33

In the speech of the students / cccurs both as a monophthong and

as a diphthengC. , A few students have E6Vin err; all have W-3

in shell. In the Southern speech area[ggoccurs frequenUy in eF7,:th



Shell is not included in Kurath and Mc David's study. Wise indicates that
in American speech a vowel before a CA] may be diphthonrizeth15

In the speech of the students Pe / occurs both as a monophthong and
as a diphthongr oe The diphthongs occur most. frequently in such
words as ask, bag, skek, In parts of the Southern area lee / occurs as
Lae , aeEj in sack end f;ag.16 Wise indicates thatExPeccurs before alveolar
consonants in Southern substandard speech.17

In the speech of the students / u ours most, friequently as an up-
diphthongCW/3. After I d, t, s, c, 3 /CIA cle;ifrequently occurs.

In large parts of the Southern speech area / u / occurs asCiHIEffit/016

In the speech of the students /0 / occurs both as a monophthong and
as a diphthongEU, AteLLOU occurs in push,r0in pull. In the South-
ern areeLtic?3 andW3 are widespread. In LuLsgulj andEutloccur in sever-
al of the Atlantic states, including Virignia and South CarDlina.19

In the speech of the students / o / occurs most frequently as an up-
gliding diphthongC047. In much of the Southern area, as in the greater
part of the Eastern states, / o / occurs asLo Du) .20

In the speech of the students /3 / occurs as both a monophthong and.
an upgliding diphthongC,) ,D° ty, Da..1 occur in such words as fa,
log, trough, frost. The Atlas materials indicate that an upgliding diph-
thongL190.3appears in dog:TIT:Ise states thatD DUJoccur in log, cough,
coffee.22

In the speech of the students /3 / occurs most frequently as an up-
gliding diphthong(d4,37. Before / r /r33occurs sporadically. /3 /
occurs asC3 girl in Eastern Virginia, South Carolina and
0eorgia.23 Wise states that /3 / is diphthongined to (3/3in the Southern
area in such words as heard, bird, worth. He considers this substandard.24erregm. 6....

In the speech of the stli_dents
ophthongrA AO. Before / s, /
curs as LA, In the Southern area
in these words "in folk speech."25

/4 / occurs most frequently as a mon-
as in brush and judge, it usually oc-
upraidinr allophonestA.E, 6),..3E3appear

In the speech of the students / occurs as both a monophtheng and
a diphthong(4, COY. The diphthongal allophone of / CI / is not found in
Kurath and McDavid's materials. Bronstein points out that tLe diphthong
ceJ is likely to occur in the Southern arec.t.26

. er`
In the students' speech /4 / occurs most frequently as

Kurath and McDavid state that /Cr/ occurs as Ca" )6173in those Southern
areas x.there postvocalic / r / is not preserved027

In the speech of the students Mr/ occurs as a diphthong and as a
monophthongre146 )41-1-, 4 5147; Kurath and McDavid state that diphthongs
with short upglidesH,E, E. lcrej, occur in much of the Southern area.28
Wise states that kiz-/ occurs asal in Southern substandard speech.29
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An article entitled a "Dictionary For Newcomers," which appeared in

The Commercial Appzal (Memphis),30 indicates that such pronunciations as

tod for tired, ha for hi are used by businessmen, clerks and housewives

in Memphis.

In the speech of the students /49/ occurs edit/pc/7(1,4W. In

the Southern arear4.thqula6U,Xt;loccurc31

In the speech of the students /Or/ occurs most frequently as a

diphthongEgl. Before / 1 / in oil, boil,/orDlalmost always ocurs.
Kurath and McDavid state thatWTTPTYX,XFoccur in the Southern area.32

Wise says that in substandard Southern speech /j2:-/ becomesC.Djbefore

/ 1 /033

In the speech of the students /a / occurs asri0.

The consonants used by the students do not have striking allophones.

Generally the allophones of the consonants are those which are found in

standard English. All of the stops have aspirated and unaspirated allo-

phones, as,do the stops in standard English. / 1 / has, however, an

allophoneWwhich is not found in standard English.34 Wise states that
this allophone occurs in substandard Southern speech in such words as

milk.35 Thomas states that this sound "thought to be characteristic of

the southern states, and spegifically of Texas, is probably more wide-

spread than many think ...."3

THE INCIDENCE OF THE PHONEMES

In the students" speech ite-E/ before / n / in fence, ten. Nowt

of the level I and II students have f:E7h level III students have /& I.
Kurath and McDavid show that in the Southern area /6/ is often raised

in these words; some speakers have 4r/.37

In the speech of the students /ie/ occurs in such words as ask,

calf, laughing, answer and can't. / e / sometimes occurs in can't.

7-4-/ occurs in aunt. In the Southern area /de, / usually occurs in these

words.

In the speech of the students /0".41/ in such words as hoof, hoop,

room, roof, soot, coop, Cooper. /U/ usually occurs in hoof, hoop,

roof and soot. / TiTusually occurs in coop, Cooper, room. In the

Southern area 4/....q/ in these words. In soot 7777-occurs in culti-

.
vated speech; //k / also occurs. /0/ usually occurs in hoof, coop,

Cooper.
,
/ u / usually occurs in room, root.39

In the speech of the students /0^"'e?/ in such words as in at, rock,

frost, loft, cost, moth, office, closet, 21E22E, vomit, college, 1.91D-la,

born, corn, horse, iliorning, stord7-35Ran, tomorrow, borrow. /3-/-usu.
"illY occurs TriratTFER, f75g1, office, MaliTarioniTrOF, foggy, born,

corn, horse, morning,7-7q/iMually occurs in poit, rock, closet, vomit,

college, borrow. This occurrence of / or relq in these words is

N, T. *.
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found in large sections of the Southern area."

In the students' speech /_)--1,/ in such words as fought., taught,
daughter, 1,) / occurs more frequently than /q/. In the Southern
area /7 / occurs more frequently than /e.7 / in these words.41

In the students, speech /67 / occurs in wash, watch. Kurath says
that in wesh /C7 / is "characteristic of the 'soufh.74-2--

In the students' speech /17 occurs in the weakly stressed syllables
in basket, dishes, haunted. This is characteristic of the Southern area.43

In the students' speech /oa/ in the final syllables of borrow, to-
morrow, wheelbarrow, / o / usually occurs. /0,a/ in the Southern area,
btrt7To 7-"is rare, even among the cultured."44

In the students' speech / hw / usually occurs in wheelbarrow. Kurath
and Menavid show that / hw / is found in this word in the "greater part
,f the Eastern States."45

In the students' speech /V^xfee/ in with. Level I and IT qudents
have / d / and / f /, level ITT, /0 I. In thie, that, the, /g^-ed /
Level I studente have / d /Lmore frequently, level 11, p5-7 more fro.
quently. Level III have /0 /. Wise states that in this, that, with,
/ d / occurs in the substandard speech found in urban areas in all sec .
t:Ions of the country.h6

Final / n / sometimes does not occur in the speech of level I stu-
den4..s. Sargent meows that in the Smoky lgountain region / n / is fre.

(Intently lost in bundle and in on in such phrases as on Christmas and on

Sunday.47

In the speech of the students the followin r! vowels occur before
/ (3 / and fi nal and preconsonantal / r /: E t!, C) q /.
Kurath and tleDavid show thlt teese vowels occur before /a / and / r /
in Southern speech.h8

In the students' speech 42701F$1.4,0,Dpa94j-,2W/ occur before in-
tervocalic / r /. These also occur before intervocalic / r / in the
Southern area. Intervocalic / r / is occasionally lost in the speech of
level I and II students in parents, merry. Thomas and nse state that
intervocalic / r / is lost in the Southern area. Thomas indicates that

L
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it is lost frequently in such words as very, Carolina,(Vg.r,0"4016.
Wise states this loss is found in substanciard speech.49

In the students' speech the consonant clusters / sp, sps, st, sts,
nd / are frequently simplified. Wise shows that.this simplification oc-
curs in substandard speenh in the Soe.hern area,('0 Hall shows that tnis
simplification takes place in the Smoky Mountain area.51 Timms indi.
cates that such simplification is widespread bu' that the social status
of the resultant forms is debatable052



"(

In the students' speech g,,(/ occurs in afraid. /11 / usually oc-
curs in bushel, butcher. /be / usually occurs in catch. / & / usually
oceurs in deaf. 7-22-Fusually occurs in joint. /777-occurs in noth-
ink'. /4 7713ually occurs in shut, toucti7-nrath and McDavid show that
in afraid / occurs frequently in parts of Virginia, and occurs in
scattc.red instances in Maryland, North and South Carolina and Georgla.
In bushel, butcher /c) / usuallv occurs. /de / oocurs in catch usually
in Southern cultivated speech. In deaf / L/ is "current throughout
the Eastern States." In shut and touch //A / occurs in all areas. /
occurs in the "folk speech of the Soath Midland,"53

In the speech of level I students an initial unstressed syllable is
sometimes lost as in about, eYpected. Joseph Hall shows tlat in the
Smoky Mountain area in the speech of the less educated, apheresis occurs
in words like about,,because, despise, 1,12221, excites: bou, cause,
spice, spect, cites.34

GRAt.I.MAR

The parts of speech, function words, sentence patterns and the pat-
terns of sdbordination and coordination are discussed here.

PARTS OF SPEECH

NOUNS. In the speech of the students the plural of nouns is formed
generally as it is in standard English. In posts and wasps phonetic re-
ductions in the final consonant clusters occur with some frequency, Kenyon
and Knott state that this reduction occurs in standard or cultivated
American English.55 Wise states that it is common in Southern speech but
that it is considered substandard everywhere.56 The pronunciation /iDDAIZ,/,
which occurs sporadically in the speech of the students, is found in type
speech in the Southern and South Midland areas. Level I studcnts f;a7131.

times use singular forms as plurals. No information on this feature is
included in the studies consulted.

In the level III discussion the possessive singular is formed as it
is in standard English. Most of the singular possessives found in the
level II discussions are also formed in the same wa3y. In the level I dis-
cussions approximately half of the possessive forms are identical vith the
base form of the noun. This possessive form is not found in oithe stan-
dard or substandard English. The plural possessive form used by the stu-
dents is identical with that found in standard English.

The derivational endings used by the students are found in standard
English.

In the speech of the students the following pronouns found in stan-
dard English occur: I, we, you, he, she, it, they and who. The inflec-
tional variants of all of these except its and m.ne are also used. You-all
rhich is used by all typos in the Southern area, occurs as a second person
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plural form. In the speech of the students hisself, which is sub-
standard, occurs infrequently. This-here anT7hese-here occur spora-
dically. They occurs some%imes as a third person plural possessive;
thei- is the usual form used by the students. Hisself is everywhere
co .idored substnn,i-rd. Vint states that thin-lTre, thcsn-here aro used
in suboandard n many creas.q7 Thoy as a-ThiFa per7-617-plurol
pcssoostvo is no'c, ne:Iionel in any or the s:Airlies consulted.

Denble sulijects occur uith sone frequency in the 'level I and Tf
torialc. 7n r-.1m nolo. Our7nnt 1Ys-y7e, 111lo John, he

me z1 stoly° la1o1 pc.)11..a.: or 11:1.1.tern.-

VErS. In the level I discussions 755 of the thire person singular
forms are identical with the base form of the verb, in the level II dis-
cussions, 495. Thi.s form cloes not oceur in the level TIT discussion.
Only a limited number of third person forms are included in A113
stuey; they, heweve-e, give some indication of Ont 4s fo..Ind in the Fes-
tern states. For the third person sin3ular of do, Atwood shcz:s that
the fnficctnd r(-71 does s nlmost unnnineus fn Ent-flard an-1 the 7!1;:irlle

Atl-ntic States (1LT,Li7)0 In the Snntll A%lantie Staes (S.A.S.) r fq
ftm...

vsed -7ctirly conlonly" by tyne I infrern?nts. For the t1-1..,:d pscsn-
tI' of rAnso, rinses is usually user' evcrywhe-o; rInce occurs spora-
dically. In ifilat r_1!:o3 , the base ferm rake oecurs fairly freorenny
in the S.A.S. -lb is primarily a type I form, although typo II speohers
also use it. He don't is almost universal in type I and 71 in the M.A.S.
and the S.A.S. Oae-lialf of the cultured speakers also use th.is forn.

Pconle,thin!cs is the "universal popular form" in the M.A.S. and the
tU.S.5Y

In the speech of the students the inflected forms scnetimes Occur
with plural subjects. The phrases I work, we merk were recore.7d fn the
S.A.S. Atwood shows that we wnrks 3.s frly Conmjn in type T speceh and
that I works occasionally cocTI;sM

si*Maa---aw.www11.1

In the speech of the students a number of the past tense 4'orre oC
regular verbs, chiefly in level I discussions, are identical with the

hose forms. The largest number of these occur in discussion 19-1, 1:10r3

165 of the past tome forrs are identical with the base. Ther:! (-sly

a feu "roula:c" past 1.cnse forms inclurled in Mwood's stndy 1:e 7'::c7:3

thnt the past tense cf swell escurs oecasionally cc swell. The
tense of rts OCCIirs as aq,c in naryland and Virgi_ni.a,

third of ths infornants nso it. It ic 3cs frerluently used 5n ro:::1
and South Caro1111.4)1 Mos states t'lat jn Vpirre rn7lish Vle rnot
tense form with no dental suffix occurs, for e-emple: "The fjrm he work
for was after hli.ito wnrk."f)2

The past tense of Llo-J. hrinrr, come, do, drink, drive, grew, give,
swim and ta7ce, which eec:. ln the inviot73, a moinc.,d in A=0.1.s
stuy.:L.

For the past tense of blow, all of the sturlents excent one have
blew; one level II studerit ElTblol;ed. Atuood shous that bleu "predr1i-
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nates" among all types in NW,' England and in the M.A.S. Blowed is al-
mott universal in the S.A.S. in type I and II speech.63

For the past tense of bring, all of the students have brought. At-
wood shows that brought is used in all major areas by all classes. Erum
occurs sporadically in a number of areas.64

For the past tense of come, all of the students have came. Atwood
shows that came "predominates" in all classes only around New York City;
cultured informants everywhere) however, usually have it. In North Caro-
lina all type,I informants use come. Seven-eighths of the type II infor-
mants use it.°5

For the past tense of do, all of the students have did. Atwood
shows that did is universal among cultured speakers. Done "predam-
inates" in the M.A.S. and the S.A.S. in the speech of type I and II in-
formants.66

For the past tense of drink, one level I student has drunk, all
others have drank. Atwood shows that drank is generally used by all
classes everywhere. Drunk, ^hiefly a type I form, occurs sporadically
in the Northern area, somewhat more frequently in the S.A.S.67

For the past tense of drive, one level I student has drived; all
others have drove. Atwood states that drove is used by all classes.
Drived occurs sporadically in the Southern area, driv in New England.68

For the past tense of grow, two level I students have growed; all
others have grew. Atwood shows that grew is "'universal in cultured
speech." Giaig3 occurs in type I speech with a frequency varying from
about one-TRIM-in New Jersey to 9ver nine-tenths in North Carolina.
It also occurs in type II speech.09

For the past tense of give, all of the students have gave. Atwood
shows that gave is the form used by cultured speakers and "predominates°
in type II speech. Two-thirds of the type I informants in Pennsylvania
and nine-tenths of them in Virginia and North Carolina use glarp./C1

For the past tense of swim, all of the students have swam. Atwood
shows that swam is universal in cultured speech. Swum "predoMinates"
in type I speech in the M.A.S. and the S.A.S.71

For the past tense of take; all of the students Imre took. Took is
universal in cultured speech and in all classes in Ncw England and in
the M.A.S. Taken occurs with fair frequency in the Southern region in
type I and II speech:12

The past participles of bite, drink, drive, ride) take, tear and
wear, which occur in the interviews, are included in Atwood's study.

For the past participle of bite three students, one level 1 and
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nates" among all types in New England and in the M.A.S. Blowed is al-

most universal in the S.A.S. in type I and II speech.63

For the past tense of bring, all of the students have brought. At-

wood shows that brought is used in a21 major areas by all classes. Brun&

occurs sporadically in a number of areasA

For the past tense of come, all of the students have came. Atwood

shows that came "predominates" in all classes only amend New York City;

cultured informants everywhere, however, usually have jt. In North Caro-

lina all typeI informants use come. Seven-eighths of the type II infor-

mants use it.46

For the past tense of do, all of the students have did. Atwood

shows that did is universal among cultured speakers. Done "predom-

inates" in the 1A.A.S. and the S.A.S. in the speech of type I and II in-

formants.66

For the past tense of drink, one level I student has drunk, all

others have drank. Atwood shows that drank is generally used by all

classes everywhere. Drunk, chiefly a type I form, occurs sporadically

in the Northern area, somewhat more frequently in the S.A.S.67

For the past tense of drive, one level I student has drived; all
others have drove. Atwood states that drove is used by all classes.
Drived occurg sporadically in the Southern area, driv in New England,.68

For the past tense of grow, two level I students have gre.;7ed; all

others have grew. Atwood shows that grew is "wliversal in "Cliltured

speech.'" Gra7a occurs in type I speech with a frequency varying from
about one-TERin New Jersey to 9ver nine-tenths in North Carolina.
It also occurs in type II speech.09

For the past tense of gin, all of the students have gave. Atwood
shows thatsm is the form used by cultured speakers and "predominates',

in type II speech. Two-thirds of the type I informaats in Pennsylvania
and nine-tenths of them in Virginia and North Carolina use gly2.0

For the past tense of swim, all of the students have :Aram. Atwood

shows that swam is universal in cultured speech. Swum rpredominates"

in type I speech in the M.A.S. and the S.A.S.71

For the past tense of take, all of the students have took. Took is

universal in cultured speech and in all classes in New England and in

the M.A.S. Taken occurs with fair frequency in the Southern region in

type I and II speech.72

The past participles of bite, drink, drive, ride, take, tear and
wear, which occur in the intervie4s, are included in Atwood's study.

For the past participle of 12ite, three students, one level 1 and
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two level II, have bit; all others have bitten. Atwood shows that

cultured speakers usuqlly have bitten. In the M.A.S. and the S.A.S.
bit "predominates" in type I speech. It also occurs in type II speech."

For the past participle of drink, one level I student has drinked$
two level I and two level II students have drank; all others have drunk.
Atwood shows that half of the cultured informants in New England have
drunk. It is the usual form among the cultured in the S.A.S. Drinked

occurs sporadically everywhere. Drank occurs with some frequen-c7:74--

For the past participle of drive, one level I student has drove;

all others have driven. Atwood shows that driven is used by cultured

speakers from central Pennsylvania northwararIcis less frequently
used in the South. Drove is used by type I speakers everywhere; type

II speakers also use

For the past participle of ride, three students, two on level

one on level II, have rode; one level I student has rids all others have

ridden. Atwood shows TEE ridden is "universal in Mtivated speech."
Tc15-is the most common form used by type I informants in the M.A.S. and

S.A.S.76

For the past participle of take, two level I students have took; all

ouners haven taken. Atwood says that taken is the most common form every-

where. Took occurs in all areas, but is "not very common."77

For the past participle of tear, two students, one level one and

one level two, have tore; all others have torn. Atwood shows that torn
is almost universal IF-Cultured speech. TOIM elmost universal in
type I speech in the S.A.S. and "dominates" in type II speech.78

For the past participle of wear, one level I student has wore; all

others have worn. Atwood shows that worn occurs in cultured speeech

everywhere. In the M.A.S. and the S.A.S. type I informants frequently
have wore; type II informants also use this form, but less frequently.79

In the speech of the students the present participle has the ending

/-rj/a or /-1747/. Cultured informanIs in New England and the M.A.S. use

7; in the S.A.S. they use both.°°

The derivational suffixes which the students use are among those

found in standard English.

In the speech of the students the verb be has five present tense

forms: am, is, are, be and the zero copula. Am usually occurs with I.

Is, be and the zero copula occur with he or a singular noun; is occurs

in 557 of the instances. Are occurs With 22.,7,. Are, be and the zeroilo&a em
copula occur with you; be occurs in 66% of the instances. Are, is, be

and the zero copula occur with they or a plural noun; are occurs in '73%

of the instances.

1.1,1"1"nr.'747111.1'I
.4..1,14
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Be has two past tense forms, was and were. Was occurs with I, he

or a singular noun. Was and were occur with you; was occurs in 60% of

the instances. Was and were occur with they or a plural noun; were

occurs in 86% of the instances.

The forms am, is, are, was, were are found in standard English.

Atwood shows that be finite occurs in ths phrasy tall as I be, which has

some currency in NO England and Pennsylvania.

The entry under be in Webster's Third New International Dictionary

shows that be finite Trabeled dial occurs in American and British

English. Sa indication is given in Catherine Marshall's novel Christy,

set in the Smokies, that the form may be found in the Southern Mountain

region. The following are statements made by two of her characters:

"That be Bob Allen."

"That be a sealed bargain, fair and square."
82

Atwood shows that is I has some currency in the S.A.S. in the

speech of type I informants; is they also occurs but with less frequency.
83

The zero copula does not OCCUP in Atwood's materials. Some indi-

cation that it may occur in the Southern region is given in Christy:

"Tack name be Holt. Six of us Holts in school.'r

Mission House just around the bend now," the old

man said to Christy.84

The students use the auxiliaries which are found in standard English.

Some forms whch they use, however, do not occur as auxiliaries in the

standard language. Level I students use done as an auxiliary; level

I and II students use be finite. There a75Tnstances in which the auxil-

iary is omitted. McDavid shows that type I and II speakers in the South

and South Midland use done as an auxiliary in the following:

Wire) done told you that.86

Atwood does not include material on the use of be as an auxiliary.

Some indication is given in Christy that it may be found in the Southern

Mountain region:

"'Oh, Paw's head be mending fine now."87

In the speech of the students, as in standard English, verbs

function as subjects, direct objects, subjective complements, objects

of prepositions and an modifiers of nouns, adjectives and sentences.

Their positions in the speech of the students are the same as they are

in standard English.

ADJECTIVES. The adjectives which occur in the students' speech are
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found in standard English. Many of these are marked by derivational

suffixes, all of which are found in standard English.

The positions and functions of adjectives in the students' speech
ere the same as they are in standard English.

ADVERBS. Most of the adverbs which the students use occur in stan-

dard English. One, noway, is considered substandard. Webster's Third
New International Dictionary labels noway as dial and, as an illustration

of its use, quotes a statement from Erskine Caldwell's works:

"Me and my wife ain't got much longer to live noway."

The positions and functions of adverbs in the students' speech are
the same as they are in standard English.

FUNCTION WORDS

The determiners used by the students are found in standard English.

Their use of a and an, however, differs somewhat from that found in stan-
dard speech. An is generally used in standard speech before words begin-
ning with vowels. In the speech of the students both a and an occur before
vowels; a occurs in 58% of the instances where an might occur. McDavid
shows that a apple is used by type I and II speakers in the Southern area

and states that the pattern "is apparently spreading."88

The qualifiers, prepostions, conjuctions and sentences connectors
used by the students are found in standard English.

The initiators which the students use are found in standard English.
The students' use of stabilizers and fillers is like that found in

standard English. Andrew Wilkerson, in Spoken English, states that sta-
bilizers and fillers are among those featureo,which are "common to every-
one's speech" in any style below the formal.'7

SENTENCE PATTERNS

Most of the sentence patterns used by the students are found in stan-

dard English. Two of them are not. The statement pattern it + be + sub-

ject, in which it replaces there of standard English, occurs with some
frequency, chieffy in the speech of level I and II students. Atwood shows
that it's many people occurs with some frequency in the Cheasapeake Bay

area and in West Virginia. It is "about as common in type II speech as
in type I, and three cultured informants use

Double negatives occur in the speech of the level I and II
The use of double negatives, although widespread, is considered
standard everywhere.

The question and request patterns used by the students are

as those found in standard English.
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MODIFICATION AND COORDINATION

Thl patterns of modification and coordination used by the students
aro fonpJ ;t1 stan(19.rd Enr,lish. In their speech nouns, verbs, adjectives,

advo)2, f1C oi-'s nod son'ences occur as heads modified by other

struc:,nrc -7. cT the modif1nr3 of those heads 'ire the same

as those lin standard En7lirh,

thn fellow/ng occur sporadically in the students'
snccch:

Tho first man dierl yho had the linen factory.

This pat,tern is often taken to be substandard. Lloyd and Warfel in

Aner:Ican Er71,ish in Is Gnitural Settinp; state that it occurs in speech

a:10. civo t!-.3 follouing

A man cams in who had been waiting for several hoursi.1

ST171ARY

The phonolc,gical system of the students' speech is like that vhich

is found in the Southotn aroao The phonemic system is the same as that

of standard Southc.'n s;/:).eeh. Almost all of the vowel phonemes have diph-

thencal allophon-;30 This is one of the era.,:acteristics of Southern

speech. A few allorhonos of the vowel phlonnes eccur chiefly in sub-

stane.ard speech. T'oe i-.105deno.7; of the phonn.es 4n their spe2.ch 5s gen.

erally the same as tha fnd in standayd Scuthern speech. Tn some in.

stances, hcwever, the ireirlence :is like tha% found 5n srbstanclard

Southern sreech or sub3ta7,dal.1 American s7eech in general.

The gramma-%ical patterns found in the speech of the level ITI

stnents are gon7n.all:/ nose found in standard English. A number of the

patterns feun:1 5n tlie on-nlh of 3ovel I and TT students C.ICItIr chiefly in

fosta.nrlarl Enrilisho Tuo forms unr,d by them1 the sing,ular possr,ssive

noun 'orm uhich 13 idontleal Ilith the base form of the noun and the

plural nessessivo pronoun form they, are rot mere:ioned in any study of

subs%ardard snecch c(nsultol., Yho sero copula rhi.ch is femlft in thei-

spo,2ch nay cecur in ne So7ithern Mountain area,
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APPENLIX A

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES OF THE STUDENTS

Student 1-TI: Age 17, llth grade, Carver High School. Native

Memphian. Both parents born in Mississippi. Mother, a hospital clerk;

completed one year of college; reads often. Father, an upholsterer and

part-time barber; finished high school; seldom reads. Student attended

local schools; has traveled briefly in Tennessee, Mississippi and Arkan-

sas; has had no regular employment. Reads often, preferring biographies

pnd other non-fiction works. Likes TV soap operas and comedies. Hobbies

are cooking and sewing. Enjoys cldb meetings, dances and card parties.

Aggressive; self-confident. Popular with students.

Student 2-1: Age 150 10th grade, Carver High School. Native

Memphian. Mother, a maid; father, retired. Student did not know birth-

place, reading habits and educational background of parents. Student

attended local schools; has had no job or travel experiences; seldom

reads. Likes television, swimming and dancing. Works as assistant in

school library. Does not participate in extra-curricular activities.

Somewhat dull but affable and anxious to please.

Student 3-II: Age 18, 12th grade, Carver High School. Native

Memphian. Father, deceased. Mother, a cosmetologist; born in Arkansas;

completed llth grade; reads often. Student attended local schools; has

visited Chicago, Detroit, Washington and Canada; has worked as baby-

sitter and clerk; works now as student assistant in school,s Guidance

Center. Likes reading, television, movies. Hobbies are bowling, skating,

piano playing, shopping. Out-going, pleasant, cooperative.

Student 4-II: Age 16, 10th grade, Carver High School. Native

Memphian. Mother, a housewife; born in Mississippi; completed 8th

grade; reads seldom, mainly the Bible. Father, a lift operator; born

in Memphis; completed 9th grade; reads daily paper and novels. Stu-

dent attended local schools; has toured Nashville, Tennessee with school

group. Has done occasional babysitting. Likes reading, television and

drawing. Attends movies and parties fairly often. Soft-spoken, rather

pby, cooperative.

Student 5-1: Age 16, 10th grade, Carver High School. Native

Memphian. Both parents native Mississippians. Mother, a housewife;

completed third grade; reads newspaper. Father, deceased; completed

5th or 6th grade. Student has visited in Chicago; has had one job, as

babysitter. Likes reading, television, bowling. Teaches Sunday School

occasionally. Slow, unsure of herself, but cooperative and eager to

please.

Student 6.111: Age 17, 12th grade, Carver High School. Native

Memphian. Mother, a housewife; born in Mississippi; completed 10th

grade; reads seldom. Father, a guard for the U.S. Post Office; born
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in Memphis; completed 12th grade; reads often. Student attenddd local

schools; has traveled in Chicago, Detroit and visited Washington DoCe
on an educational tour as one of the top five students in his class.
Worked two summers as Music Director with Memphis Park Commissioners;
tauitt music lessons. Reads all the time; watches television seldom;

plays three instruments in the band. Has participated in many contests;
has won many awards. Likes card parties; participates in school socials.
Talkative, self-assured.

Student 7-11: Age 16, llth grade, Manassas High School. Native

Memphian. Birthplace of parents, unknown to the student. MOther, a

housewife; 6th grade education. Father, a construction firm worker,

9th grade. Both read newspapers. Student has never been out of Memphis;
worked with Neighborhood Youth Corps last summer. Likes books on science

and foreign languages. Looks at television daily, preferring science
fiction programs. Hobbies are fishing, dancing. Does not participate

in school activities.

Student 8-III: Age 18, 12th grade, Manassas High School. Native

Memphian. Mother, a teacher; college graduate; born in Memphis. Fa-

ther, deceased. Student attended local schools; has made brief trips

to Nashville and St. Louis; worked as paperboy when a child. Likes

books on personality and self-improvement6 Enjoys all kinds of music,
bowling, televioion, dancing and all types of social activities. A very
popular student. President of Student Council. Plans to major in pont-

science at local college, which has given him a scholarship. Talka-
tive, self-assured, pleasant and out-going.

Student 9-II: Age 16, llth grade, Manassas High School. Native

Memphian. Mother, a high school graduate; works as wool presser in
laundry; reads often. Step-father, disabled and retired; seldom reads.
Student attended local schools; has visited in Evanston, Illinois;
works occasionally as baby-sitter. Likes novels, seldom looks at tele-
vision. Enjoys playing softball, dancing, sewing, cooking. Member of

off-campus social club. Soft-spoken, shy, not very talkative.

Student 10-I: Age 15, 10th grade, Manassas High School. Native

Memphian. Both parents born in Memphis. Mother, a housewife; complet-

ed llth grade. Father works for hardware firm; has had two years of

college. Both parents do little reading. Student has lived in and at-

tended school for a yoar each in Chicago and Gary, Indiana; has held
Jobs as baby-sitter. Likes to read humorous stories. Enjoys television,
softball, movies, swimming, sewing, cooking and dancing. Attends church
regularly and i,eaches a Sunday School class occasionally. Does not par-

ticipate in social clnbs on or off-campus. Plans to major in nursing af-
ter graduation. Dull; slow to respond; did not volunteer any informa-
tion.

Student 11-I: Age 16, 10th grade, Manassas High School. Native

Memphian. Mother, a housewife; finished high school; often reads news-
papers and magazines. Father, a machine shop laborer; extent of sehool-
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ing, unknown to the student; never reads. Student attended local schools;

has traveled in Arkansas; worked on farm and in grocery. Does almost no

outside reading. Looks at television occasionally, preferring horror and

mystery stories. Hobbies are dancing, drawing, softball, football and

playing drums. Seldom attends church. Non-communicative, stolid.

Student 12-TTI: Age 17, 12th grade, Manassas High School. Native

Memphian. Mother, born in Memphis; father, in Texas. Both college grad-

uates and teachers in local school systems; Parents are now divorced.

Student was educated in local schools; has visited in Texas briefly and

has worked summers as secretary. Reads often. Likes TV. A "joineru who

participates in social activities often. Likes singing, dancing. Quite

talkative, poised, self-confident.

Student 13-11: Age 16, 10th grade, Washington High School. Native

Memphian. Mother, born in Mississippi; finished 8th grade; employed in

laundry; seldom reels. Father, unknown. Student attended local schools

and has traveled in Mississippi; does baby-sitting occasionally. Likes

reading, television, movies, knitting. Participates in social activities

fairly often. Attends church regularly and sings in choir.

Student 14-1: Age 17, llth grade, Washington High School. Native

Memphian. Mother, born in Arkansas; finished high school, a housewife;

reads often. Father, born in Mississippi; completed 7th or 8th grade;

a truck driver and carpenter; reads little more than daily newspaper.

Student attended local schools; has visited in Chicago, St. Louis, Des. .

troit; hasworked as busboy in cafeteria. Likes to read about world af-

fairs and sports events. Enjoys television, playing baseball, football;

likes rock and roll music, dancing, pool, cards, checkers. Has extensive

popular record collection. Cooperative, talla,tivel volunteered informa-

tion.

Student 15-1T: Ago 16, llth grade, Washington High School. Born in

Grand Rapids, Michigan. Mother born in Arkansas; works at local hospi-

tal, completed llth grade; seldoms reads more than daily paper. Father

born in Arkansas; works at bus station in Grand Rapids; completed llth

grade; reads fairly often, mainly novels. Parents separated; Student

reared by grandmother who lives in Memphis. Student attended grades one

through three in Grand Rapius; other schooling received in Memphis pub-

l'c schools. Has traveled in Mississippi and Arkansas; has had no job

experience. Likes to read, especially biographies. Does not watch TV

often. Likes movies, swimming, popular music. Seldom participates in

sccial activities. Not too talkative, reserved.

Student 16-1: Age 17, 12th grade, Washington High School. Native

Memphi.an. Both parents, natives of Mississippi. Mother, a housewife;

father, a retired laborer. Both received loss than twelve years school-

ing,exact amount unknown to student. Both read newspapers and magazines

often. Student attended local schools; has visited in Nashville, Lake

Providence, Louisiana and West Memphis, Arkansas. Has worked as hotel

bellboy and caterer's helper. Reads often, nespapers, sport magazines,

biographies. Hobbies are football and movies. Has been given band
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scholarship to local state college. Very talkative, cooperative.

Student 1741: Age 16, 10th grade, Washington High School. Native

Memphian. Both parents, natives of Mississippi. Mother, a housewife;

completed llth grade; reads often. Father, a self-employed painter; ex-

tent of education, unknown; never reads. Student attended local schools;

has had no job or travel experience. Reads oftenr preferring novels and

short stories. Seldom watches television. Likes .00tball, dancing, par»

ties, sewing. Active in campus clubs; a cosmetology major.

Student 1841: Age 18, 12th grade, Washington High School. Native

of Sunflower County, Mississippi. Both parents born in Mississippi.

Mother, a housewife, high school graduate, reads often, especially news-

papers and magazines. Father deceased. Student attended local schools;

has worked part-time after school and summers as secretary with Federal

Aviation Agency. Likes to read, especially novels; looks at television

occasionally. Enjoys reading, movies, scouting, church activities, par-

ties and dancing. Plans to attend Knox College on scholarship, and tajor

in biology. Demure, soft-spoken, not talkative.



APPENDIX B

SELECTION READ BY THE STUDENTS1

One harrind rainy day, rather late in February, we started south
along a desolate rood through the forest. Now and then we heard frogs
in the swamps on the neni noula. Later a goose honked, and fog rolled in
from the water. After throe four miles the road came out onto a bar-
ren stretch. Nero and there was a barnyard with a donkey or a few hogs.
Some orange flowers grow beside the road. Suddenly the rain came down
in torrents, and the roof of the car began to leak. We were sorry that
we, hadn't fixed it before leaving home, but our plans had involved so
many details that we hadn't bothered. Our clothes absorbed so much danp-
nese that we felt cold, so we hurried to the next village. After leaving
the car to be gassed at a garage, we found a restaurant, whe:'e we ordered
coffee a.nd pancakes with maple syrup. We uaited for lunch by a huge fire-
place where a cheerful log fire was burning. The ualls and floors were
made with heavy pine boards which were blacic with soot. We rere c?r7rised
to see various queer thinv in the corners. There was a glass case filled
with dolls, some of which were from foreign lands. Next to the chirrney
vas a calendar that advertised a laundry, and beyond it was a horrible
old parrot on a porch. We watched this absurd scene until a wai.ter
brought our lunch through a narrow s3rt of corridor from the 1-i4chen.
While ue ate, we tried to solve a crossword pronle, but our hands Imre
re greasy that we had to wash and rinse them first. When we finished,
we found that the rain hod cleared tip enough to warrant our going on .

We borrowed a cloth to clean the car uindou and hoped that tomerr,cw
brng good weather, The route numbers seemed to correspond with

t17,e ores on our road map, and we followed it past the old stone gurrrj
mar the Oregon state line. That night we slept in a tourist cabin
and listened to a mindnill which revolved slowly and noisily olf.:511 our
c'oor.

-From An introduction to the Phonetics of American English, Second
Edition, by Charles KonurIth Thomas. Conyeigh;; -.0,31 by 'In Yonald Press
Company, New York, po 2h3. Usod by pemission of The Ronald Press Com-
pary,
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APPENDIX C

EXCERPTS FROM THE DISCUSSIONS

19-1

In Julius Caesar--what the man name?--Cassius--well, they killed him

because they wanted his wealth and his, his throne. I think that's what

it was.

Julius Caesar and Cassius were close friends, but when Cassius and

P-utus made the plot on the morning of March 14th, Brutus sent Decius to

Caesar house to bring him to the Senate House, and Calpurnia, Caesar's

wife, told Bru--told Caesar not to stir in the morning because death was

waiting on him, and--sho, she had a dream--that she went and told him

that she had a dream about Caesar. She dream about him, bout his statue
bleeding--something--he told her that cowards die many times and, and--

before their death. He said the valiant died only once, and when, when,

when Decius came to his house he told him that that dream meant that--

that-- told him the dream vas different. He say it meant that it would

be a good day for him. And he went out, and then he met his death.

The soothsayer told him to beware the Ides of March. He told the

soothsayer to, to lowe him, and he told the soothsayer to leave him,

and the--and they took the soothsayer out of, of the palace, I think,

I guess.

One of the stories we read where Helen Keller--and the title of

this story was "Three Days to See," I mean "Three Days to See," wasn't

it? "Three Days to See," and Helen Keller was a--she was a writer too,

and she wrote a navel bout a if--"Three Days to See" and, and wait a

minute. Well, I think of 1 lot of stuff when I'm sitting dom, but when

I get ready to say it, I ?:orget it.

22-1

I think by reading the Bible stories that you should take out the--

I mean see the mistakes that other people make and then you should cor-

rect them, if you've made them, you should go back over them and try to

make up for them and don't make them again and I think you should really

get something out of them.

Whenever I read a Biblical Story, I try to compare my life within

it and live my life better than the Prodigal Son--the boy did in Prodi-

gal Son, and reading Biblical Stories, it help boys and girls to improve

their life and not to fall in the same footsteps as some other man did.

284

Well, how great was the change in Silas life when he found the

little orphan child, Eppie? Uhl the change in Silas Marner life was
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great because he had to start trusting and believing in people and when

he found this little girl, he just took a new outlook at life and he was

verr happy and everything.

Do you think Godfrey acted wisely when he didn't tell the people of

Raveloe that Molly was his child when she died? Well, I think, I don't

think Godfrey act too wise because probably if he had went on and told

folks that Eppie was his daughter they wouldn't look too hard on him but

keeping it a secret, you know, to well umo

2141

I don't think that we will be the class that will be graduating fran

Northsido High because tiley said that we are supposed to move from the

first semester, the last of the first semester, and if we do, it mill be

very complicated, and the second semester will never get started because

records mill be, I think they'd be mixed all up and books will be every

place and it's just not possible for us to move within the last of the

first semester, and then finish out the second semester.

2541

I don't think students should be grouped according to their ability,

because that's mhat's wrong with people, with some people today. They

think or feel that they are not as good or in other words, not as good

as the next person and some students don't have any abilities and at

least, they don't show any, but you put a person in a class with stu-

dents that, you know, seem bright and that person will be influenced by

this bright person, and he will soon, muld like to be like the other

one; so therefore, it will, he will soon bring out his ability. He

will put up a big struggle to try to keep up with this next person.

3041

Well, I think we should have in a good Student Council president

someone who's gonna be responsiblemho is going to take on responsibil-

ity and accept them as they come to him and carry on school activities

and lots of other stuff.

I feel that a good Student Council president must have the ability

to lead and to get along well with others because that is what me would

want.

Well, I think a, a good Student Council president should be one who

has character, and who has the ability to lead others, and a, a person

who shouldn't be--just because he is the leader, shouldn't try to take

50 everything in his own hands. I think he should be one who would willing-

ly accept suggestions from other people, and even though he is in the

high position, he should always maintain his character and have a pleas-

ing personality so that everyone will enjoy his leadership. I mean a

person ho, who, who knows how to conduct himself, a person who knows
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how to conduct himselves at certain times, and just like when he's in the

meeting, he's not--he's s'pose to be sincere, you know, in what he does;

he's not supposed to be silly and, and you know just be comical all the

time. He's supposed to be serious and be deep in thought, you know, be-

cause I mean...have, you know, be, be--he should, let me see) wait a min.

ute. He should be sincere and always ready to, you know, this is not a

plaything. When you're the president of something as large as the Student

Council and you should.-it's not exactly solemn, but it's not a time for

fun and play.

I believe, well, this is the question.."Will we move over?" We will

not be able to move over there if the school is not completed. True.

which at this stage it is not. Therefore, in order for us to be able to

move into this school, it mill have to be completed before the ends I

mean before next school year. Well, it's halfway through, It is not com-

pleted yet, therefore we will have to finish here at Manassas next year,

I mean we will finish at Manassas and then the year after that, the

junior class will graduate from Northside.

It's no doubt that there no longer will be a Manassas and everyone

when the new Northside is finished, we'll go to Northside, but the reason

we were saying that we wouldn't go if the school wasn't completed....All

was going to say is that the school would have to be finished in Septem-

ber but it will not, therefore, the juniors this year will graduate from

Manassas and they will probably be the last group to graduat and the

juniors of next year will be going to Northside.

It was stated, I think by Mr. Westbrook sometime in auditorium pe-

riod, that if, the school is finished by the first semester of next year

-it is planned to be finished by the first semester, then we will go into

it and we will be the graduating class. That was just about what I was

going to say, that there were certain people who said that we will move

from Manassas to Northside once, if the school is finished, you know, by

the end of the first semester. Otherwise we'll stay here but uh, if the

schedule goes ahead as planned, we mill graduate from Northside High the

second semester of next year.
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APPENDIX D

LIST OF SYMBOLS USED

The phonetic alphabet used in this study is based on that of the

IPA. Key words for each of the sounds which the symbols represent are

given in chapter II. Certain of the symbols used are listed below:

1`-1 Is in alternation with, alternates with or alter-

nating with.

A After a vowel indicates that it is raised; V0 that
it is lowered; 3 that it is fronted; )=1 that it
is retracted.

Under a consonant indicates that the consonant is syllabic.

Under /a / or /3 / indicates retroflexion.

: After a vowel or consonant indicates that the sound is long;

. $ that it is half long.

/ / Slant lines indicate phonemic transcription.

E. 3 Brackets indicate a phonetic transcription.

0 Indicates the zero phoneme or the zero morpheme.
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